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Note to Reader

The following report was developed by the Majority staff of the United States Senate Special Committee on Aging at the direction of Chairman Bob Casey (D-PA). This document has been developed for informational purposes. It does not represent findings or recommendations formally adopted by the Committee.

The report includes quotes and letters from experts and stakeholders with experience representing or working with scam victims facing tax liabilities, including attorneys, academics, and low-income tax clinics. Expert and stakeholder statements do not necessarily reflect an endorsement of this report nor its findings.
Executive Summary

For a century, taxpayers who experienced theft could claim a tax deduction to offset their losses: the casualty and theft loss deduction. In 2017, Republicans in Congress passed the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA), which effectively repealed this provision. As a result, victims of fraud and scams can no longer deduct those losses and are often obligated to pay taxes on money that has been stolen. At a time when fraud, scams, and related losses are steadily increasing, with older adults losing the most money, this change has been devastating for many Americans. In some cases, older adults are facing huge tax bills on top of losing all their assets, leading many in this situation to feel that they have been victimized twice.

The Senate Special Committee on Aging is responsible for protecting older adults from scams and exploitation. Majority Staff began investigating the harms caused by the repeal of this provision following constituent concerns and media reports. This Majority Staff report investigates this tax issue and the impact of the TCJA's added penalty for older adults who were victimized by fraud and scams. The report includes a history of the modern deduction and its evolution over the next century. It briefly reviews the origins of the TCJA, including the Republicans' goal to cut corporate taxes at the expense of the middle class. It details the TCJA's effective elimination of the theft loss deduction, including how, because of the TCJA, scam victims' tax filings do not reflect their true income—potentially affecting eligibility for public benefits and other tax deductions or credits.

This report also provides an overview of frauds and scams and their disparate impact on older Americans. Importantly, it captures the stories of older adults who lost their life's savings to scams, then were taxed on money they no longer had. For many scam victims, the change in law has been disastrous:

• Larry's retirement savings were stolen, and he then found he owed hundreds of thousands of dollars in federal taxes. He said, “After over 50 years in the workforce, my retirement dreams, and any legacy to pass on to my children have been stolen. … I think almost daily about what I should have done to prevent this from happening. I will probably continue to replay this event in my mind for the rest of my life.”

• Helen lost nearly all her life's savings to scammers and then faced a $60,000 federal tax bill. Helen’s son shared, “She lost most of her life's savings to the criminals and suffered significant financial and emotional distress as a result. She has entered a downward health spiral, and the emotional harm will affect her for the rest of her life.”
• Robert faces tax bills on retirement funds he’ll never get to use. He said, “My life is now changed forever, and my finances are in ruins. The peace of mind one hopes for and treasures in their golden years had vanished in an instant. I now live in the moment and [am] unable to make long-term plans. I battle against thoughts of despair, constant budget worries, and lack of self-worth.”

Many victims found filing taxes after being defrauded to be highly technical and confounding. Additionally, the report examines the limited IRS data available on the deduction’s utilization before and after the 2017 tax law went into effect, which show that older Americans used the deduction disproportionately. Last, this report includes statements from experts and stakeholders with experience representing or working with scam victims facing tax liabilities, including attorneys, academics, and low-income tax clinics.
Introduction

In 2020, Kate, a Pennsylvania widow in her mid-sixties, fell victim to a cruel romance scam that left her heartbroken and robbed her of her life savings. Then came another devastating surprise: Kate was on the hook for federal taxes on the stolen money. Kate, like many fraud victims, had withdrawn money from a pre-tax retirement account to pay the scammers, which was subject to income tax. The financial fallout from the fraud and the tax bill continue to have long-term and life-changing consequences for Kate, years after the initial scam.

Kate’s experience is unfortunately not unique. Older Americans across the country are losing their life savings to scammers employing a range of schemes and outright fraud. On top of having their life savings stolen, since 2018, these victims can now face huge tax liabilities—sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars—on stolen money they no longer have. In 2017, the Republican-led Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) modified a provision of the tax code—called the casualty and theft loss deduction—that had been on the books for a century, essentially restricting its use solely to losses related to federally declared disasters. The theft loss provision had protected scam victims from having to pay income taxes on stolen funds. The Republican tax law has left older adults like Kate without a critical tool to protect themselves, at a time when fraud and scams are trending upward and related losses are on the rise.

The Senate Special Committee on Aging, led by Pennsylvania Senator Bob Casey, has a long history of protecting older Americans from fraud and scams. The Committee organizes an annual hearing on the topic and develops consumer resources focused on scam prevention. It also works to strengthen federal oversight on elder abuse and financial exploitation and operates a fraud hotline for consumers to report scams and connect with resources. Last year, the Committee celebrated the 10th year of its fraud hotline. In November 2023, the Committee organized a hearing focused on the rising prevalence of scams powered by artificial intelligence and published its annual Fraud Book that identifies the most common scams reported to the fraud hotline during the prior year.

This Majority Staff report continues the Committee’s work of protecting older Americans against fraud, as it examines how the effective repeal of the theft loss deduction compounds the substantial financial losses older fraud victims suffer across the country.
Methodology

This investigation stems from constituent outreach directed to the Committee on the limited tax relief options available to scam victims. In response to these concerns, Majority staff conducted desk research, analyzed Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data, and met with relevant stakeholders. Specifically, Majority staff analyzed IRS Statistics of Income, Congressional Budget Office, and Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) data, including supplemental information requested from IRS and JCT by Chairman Casey (see Appendix 1 for letters). Majority staff also analyzed fraud data from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Majority staff spoke with scam victims affected by the 2017 tax law, as well as other congressional committees and offices, federal agencies, professional organizations, academics, tax lawyers, and other subject-matter experts, including IRS, JCT, members of the American Bar Association Section of Taxation, low-income tax clinics, and AARP.

This report includes an analysis of IRS Statistics of Income estimates related to the casualty and theft loss deduction, though these data present some limitations that should be considered. Losses from casualty and theft are not categorized by the type of loss, which could include damage or loss from natural disasters, vandalism, or robbery, among other reasons. It is impossible to know the distribution of filers who used the deduction for theft losses, and scam victims are a subset of such filers. Additionally, the number of returns claiming the casualty and theft loss deduction are relatively small; thus, sample sizes may be limited in some cases, especially the supplemental data provided by JCT and IRS, which are mostly broken out by age and income categories or by state. Data from 2018 to 2021 may be especially subject to sampling error, as deduction claims dropped after passage of the TCJA, further limiting sample size.

Importantly, the TCJA made far-reaching changes to the tax code, which makes it difficult to attribute deduction utilization trends to a single change in the tax law. Lastly, Congress has expanded the casualty and theft loss deduction for qualified disaster losses over the years—such as from 2005 to 2008, 2008 to 2009, and in 2020. Until 2017, these disaster loss claims were not categorized separately from the casualty and theft loss deduction.

---

1 The Joint Committee on Taxation is a nonpartisan Congressional committee, whose staff assist Members of the majority and minority parties in both houses on tax legislation. The Joint Committee is involved with all aspects of the tax legislative process, including developing official revenue estimates for all tax legislation considered by Congress and investigating various aspects of the federal tax system. “Overview,” The Joint Committee on Taxation, Congress of United States, last accessed March 26, 2024, https://www.jct.gov/about-us/overview/.

claim totals, according to IRS. Prior to 2017, disaster loss claims accounted for 10 to 30 percent of total casualty and theft loss deduction items each year. From 2017 on, disaster loss claims accounted for about half of total casualty and theft loss deduction items. IRS casualty and theft loss deduction data may still include claims from taxpayers who took the disaster loss expansion and itemized after 2017.

3 Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Robert P. Casey, Jr., Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee).
4 Id. Note that total casualty and theft loss deduction items from 2017 on include (1) the casualty or theft loss deduction, (2) the disaster loss deduction, and (3) the casualty or theft loss deduction of income-producing property.
5 E-mail from Internal Revenue Service staff to Aging Committee Majority staff, March 26, 2024 (on file with the Committee).
6 Id.
History of the Casualty and Theft Loss Deduction

The casualty and theft loss deduction has had a long-standing history in the tax code, and was established so that an individual's taxable income would reflect such losses, thus reducing the amount subject to tax. A modern form of the casualty and theft loss deduction has been on the books since the passage of the Revenue Act of 1913.\(^7\) The law implemented a federal income tax and provided the following deduction: "losses actually sustained during the year, incurred in trade or arising from fires, storms, or shipwreck, and not compensated for by insurance or otherwise." The Revenue Act of 1916 raised income tax and added the theft language:

Losses actually sustained during the year, incurred in his business or in trade, or arising from fires, storms, shipwreck, or other casualty, and from theft, when such losses are not compensated for by insurance or otherwise.\(^8\)

The deduction underwent several modifications over the following century. The Revenue Act of 1964 imposed a $100 minimum loss per event, necessary to claim the deduction, limiting the deduction from being used for low-cost, day-to-day losses.\(^9\) The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 further modified the deduction by requiring that total losses exceed 10 percent of the filer's adjusted gross income (AGI), further reflecting Congress's intent that the deduction be used by filers experiencing significant losses.\(^10\) Congress has also at times expanded the deduction for disaster loss in response to specific natural disasters.\(^11\)

Overall, amendments to the deduction, as well as other changes to the tax code, have reduced the number of people claiming it. In 1980, 2.9 million tax returns or 10 percent of

itemized returns included the casualty and theft loss deduction. From 2010 to 2017, an average of 116,500 filers claimed the deduction annually. Still, it offered those taxpayers a critical tool to limit their tax liability on lost income and made the measurement of a person’s real income more accurate.


The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017

The 115th Congress marked the first time in a decade that Republicans held majorities in both the House and Senate and occupied the White House, and tax reform was one of their top priorities. The 2016 Republican Platform promised to reform the tax code to benefit businesses, by lowering tax rates that “discourage investment” or “are disincentives for economic growth.”14 President Trump’s top legislative priority for his first 100 days in office was tax reform, promising “the largest tax reductions are for the middle class” and declaring “[t]he business rate will be lowered from 35 to 15 percent.”15

On November 2, 2017, Rep. Kevin Brady (R-TX), then Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, introduced H.R. 1, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA).16 He promised the bill would “deliver tax relief to businesses of all sizes” and would “deliver real tax relief to Americans across the country—especially low- and middle-income Americans.”17 President Trump hosted House Republican leaders at the White House the following day, where he touted “the biggest tax cut in our history.”18 He went on to commit, “We’ll slash the corporate rate from 35 percent to no more than 20 percent. That’s truly one of the big things in the bill.”19 Shortly thereafter, Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT), then Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, introduced the Senate companion and claimed the bill would “[help] Americans keep more of their hard-earned dollars” and “[modernize] the tax system in a way that will shift our economic landscape to make America a more inviting place for businesses.”20

19 Id.
Congress passed the TCJA without a single Democratic vote.\(^1\) Congressional Democrats, including Senator Casey, decried the legislation as a windfall for the wealthy, as it ultimately shifted the tax burden from corporations and billionaires onto the middle class.\(^2\) Casey said of the law, “This is an insult to the many middle class families in Pennsylvania who will pay more in taxes under this scheme while the super-rich and big corporations get a windfall. …In 2019, the country’s 572,000 richest households will see $34 billion worth of tax cuts, while the 90 million Americans making under $50,000 a year will see a fraction of that. That is both obscene and grossly unfair.”\(^3\)

President Trump signed the TCJA into law on December 22, 2017, with press reports calling it his “first big legislative win”\(^4\) (see figure 1 for the TCJA text\(^5\)). Shortly after signing the law, President Trump at Mar-a-Lago told his friends, “You all just got a lot richer.”\(^6\)


SEC. 11044. MODIFICATION OF DEDUCTION FOR PERSONAL CASUALTY LOSSES.

(a) In General.—Subsection (h) of section 165 is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(5) Limitation for taxable years 2018 through 2025.—

“(A) In general.—In the case of an individual, except as provided in subparagraph (B), any personal casualty loss which (but for this paragraph) would be deductible in a taxable year beginning after December 31, 2017, and before January 1, 2026, shall be allowed as a deduction under subsection (a) only to the extent it is attributable to a Federally declared disaster (as defined in subsection (i)(5)).

“(B) Exception related to personal casualty gains.—If a taxpayer has personal casualty gains for any taxable year to which subparagraph (A) applies—

“(i) subparagraph (A) shall not apply to the portion of the personal casualty loss not attributable to a Federally declared disaster (as so defined) to the extent such loss does not exceed such gains, and

“(ii) in applying paragraph (2) for purposes of subparagraph (A) to the portion of personal casualty loss which is so attributable to such a disaster, the amount of personal casualty gains taken into account under paragraph (2)(A) shall be reduced by the portion of such gains taken into account under clause (i).”.

PUBLIC LAW 115–97—DEC. 22, 2017

(b) Effective Date.—The amendment made by this section shall apply to losses incurred in taxable years beginning after December 31, 2017.
The TCJA significantly changed federal income taxation, substantially reducing the tax burden on the largest corporations and putting more money in the pockets of the wealthiest Americans. The law permanently slashed corporate tax rates from 35 percent to 21 percent, temporarily lowered the top marginal tax rate for individuals, and increased the standard deduction, among other changes. The Congressional Budget Office estimated the TCJA would increase the federal deficit by nearly $1.9 trillion over ten years. To pay for many of the law’s tax cuts, the TCJA temporarily eliminated or otherwise significantly modified many individual credits, deductions, and exemptions, including those used by middle- and low-income Americans, like the casualty and theft loss deduction. Many of these changes are set to expire in 2025.

The TCJA narrowed the casualty and theft loss deduction to apply almost exclusively to those losses incurred from federally declared disasters. The TCJA effectively eliminated the ability for fraud victims—and others who faced losses for reasons other than federally declared natural disasters—to avoid a tax penalty on top of their financial losses. University of Florida Law Professor Charlene Luke told the Committee, “With the change to the theft loss deduction, the tax system no longer operates as an insurer—albeit a partial one—of last resort for those unable to obtain a recovery of the funds or those who are not covered by insurance.”

Stakeholders expressed concern about the repeal’s impact on older adults. Legal Action of Wisconsin told the Committee, “Undoubtedly, Congress has made it significantly harder for older adults to recover from financial victimization, directly because Congress removed the theft loss deduction provision in 165(h)(5) when it passed the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.” Tax attorney James Creech added that, “the most troubling part of the theft loss limitation is that for victims of theft it leaves them feeling as if they have been

---

31 Id., at 8.
32 Id., at 10.
35 Id., at 5.
37 Letter from Charlene Luke, University of Florida, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 15, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
38 Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
victimized twice: once by the criminals; and then by the United States government which made them pay tax on the stolen income and now will not let them deduct their losses.”

The Republican tax law’s elimination of the theft loss deduction resulted in a situation where scam victims’ tax filings do not reflect their true income. Before the TCJA, theft victims could offset some of their losses by deducting them from taxable income, so that filings would accurately represent their income. Now, a taxpayer who has suffered a theft loss could be taxed on income they no longer have—challenging a dominant tax principle that one’s tax liability should be proportional to one’s ability to pay. For example, if a retiree is scammed into withdrawing their pre-tax retirement funds, thus losing that money to theft, without the deduction, they are forced to treat the withdrawal as income on their tax filings, even though they did not benefit from the distribution of those funds. This false increase to income may cause the retiree to pay additional taxes on the stolen withdrawn money (see figure 2 for an example of how the deduction works).

Furthermore, an inflated adjusted gross income may impact Medicare costs and eligibility for public benefits, such as Medicaid, subsidized housing, and Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits, as well as other tax credits and deductions, like the Child Tax Credit, which may be a lifeline for scam victims who have just lost their life savings.

Legal Action of Wisconsin cited an example of clients who, after being scammed into withdrawing their retirement funds, had to pay up to $419 more per month for their Medicare Part B premiums.

39 Letter from James Creech, Baker Tilly US, LLP, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 4, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.

40 The ability-to-pay tax principle is the cornerstone of progressive taxation that underlies the individual income tax system in the United States. Progressive taxation is where marginal tax rates are dependent on income and higher income levels are taxed at higher rates, i.e., lower-income filers will generally pay less in taxes proportionally than higher-income taxpayers. Congressional Research Service, Federal Income Tax Treatment of the Family (November 23, 2016), at 12, https://www.crs.gov/reports/pdf/RL33755/RL33755.pdf; Congressional Research Service, Overview of the Federal Tax System in 2022 (June 8, 2022), at 6, https://www.crs.gov/reports/pdf/R45145/R45145.pdf.

41 The prior version of the theft loss deduction could have also benefited someone who had money stolen from a bank account, not solely a tax-deferred account, presuming the taxes on that money were previously paid.

42 Letter from James Creech, Baker Tilly US, LLP, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 4, 2024; Letter from Patrick Thomas, Frost Brown Todd LLP, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 12, 2024.

43 Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to The Honorable Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter. Senate Aging Majority staff email correspondence with Patrick Thomas, Frost Brown Todd LLP, January 14, 2024 (on file with the Committee).

44 Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to The Honorable Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024.
Notably, as it relates to theft victims, the TCJA largely restricted the casualty and theft loss deduction for individuals, though it did not limit the deduction for businesses that suffer losses, nor for individuals experiencing losses related to investments.\textsuperscript{45} Thus, in theory, the casualty and theft loss provision still offers potential opportunities for tax relief for scam victims in certain situations. Currently, an individual can claim the deduction for money lost to theft or scams if the money was lost in connection to a business or to any transaction entered into for profit.\textsuperscript{46} For example, victims of Ponzi schemes may still claim the casualty and theft loss deduction as investment losses in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{47} Some states also allow deductions within their state income taxes systems.\textsuperscript{48}


\textsuperscript{46} 26 U.S.C § 165(c); Letter from Leslie Book and Christine Speidel, Villanova University, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 14, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.


\textsuperscript{48} Filers in California, Hawaii, Louisiana, and Oregon may be able to claim the casualty and theft loss deduction beyond federally declared disasters at the state level, based on preliminary research by the Congressional Research Service.
However, in reality, these exceptions are difficult to access, as they are highly technical and may be difficult to decipher, even for tax professionals, let alone most taxpayers. For example, a scam victim’s ability to claim the deduction comes down to intent, or whether the victim had a financial motive for entering into the transaction with the scammer, which leads to “profoundly disparate impacts” for someone victimized by a cryptocurrency investment scheme versus someone falling prey to a romance scam. Further, Villanova University tax professors Leslie Book and Christine Speidel added that, “there is no formal guidance from the IRS concerning the possibility of taking profit related theft losses associated with imposter scams.” A staff attorney at the Legal Services of Northern Virginia Low-Income Tax Clinic, who has handled about a dozen cases involving older and disabled adults facing these issues, told the Committee that many tax professionals remain confused by the implications of the temporary elimination of the casualty and theft loss deduction. “Even seasoned tax practitioners have counseled taxpayers that theft losses suffered from cryptocurrency investment scams cannot be deducted from gross income despite their obvious nature as ‘transactions entered into for profit,’” she said. This technicality and nuance applied to the deduction again raises the issue of equity. Tax attorney James Creech told the Committee:

The tax law on theft losses is inequitable. Individual theft losses are limited, but business losses or theft losses in the conduct of a for-profit activity are not. What differentiates the two is a matter of facts and circumstances. Put in more plain language it is a complex area of the tax law where professional advice can make a difference between a loss being deductible or not. While it makes sense to do this for a high six-figure loss, it does not make economic sense to do this for a $50,000 or even a $100,000 loss given the deduction must be multiplied by the marginal tax rate. Engaging a tax attorney also requires that the taxpayer who suffered the loss knows a tax attorney or a sophisticated CPA, which many Americans, especially those in rural areas, may lack access to.

Legal Action of Wisconsin noted that while its low-income tax clinic only has seven scam-tax liability cases, a small proportion of its overall caseload, the amount of time these cases require are disproportional to their numbers—the clinic has committed to such cases over 460 hours and counting.
Similarly, the IRS’s Offer in Compromise program is a possible relief avenue for scam victims who are facing tax liabilities that they cannot reasonably pay and who have exhausted all reasonable options to pay their tax bill. The program allows filers to settle tax debt for less than the total amount owed in certain cases, such as financial hardship. However, the program is complex, burdensome, and harsh, according to stakeholders and scam victims. The process typically involves the submission of 50 to 100 pages of documents and is beyond what most people can do themselves, according to New Mexico Legal Aid Low Income Taxpayer Clinic Director Nathaniel Puffer, who said, “It’s not realistic for low-income people to do an Offer in Compromise themselves because it’s not affordable to hire a tax professional for a job that can take about 20 to 30 billable hours.”

Furthermore, the program has stringent qualification requirements. IRS will consider all available assets, and “look at gross income and subtract the necessary living expenses and take the rest,” according to Villanova University Associate Professor of Law Christine Speidel. This could include assets such as a home—often older individual’s most important and only asset—or income beyond a certain threshold, which might make the program undesirable for an older scam victim trying to build savings back up after losing all their money to fraud. Legal Action of Wisconsin noted all but one of their attempts to secure offers in compromise for their clients were initially rejected. They cited an example where a couple in their eighties lost more than $1 million to a scam and then requested an offer in compromise from the IRS to reduce their tax burden. The IRS did not accept their offer, instead asking the couple to sell their house—one of their few remaining assets—to pay their taxes.

---

56 Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with Nathaniel Puffer, New Mexico Legal Aid, March 11, 2024.
58 Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with Christine Speidel, January 26, 2024.
59 Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
60 Id.
61 Id.
Fraud and Scam Losses on the Rise

The elimination of the theft loss deduction comes at a time when consumers are facing growing losses from fraud (see figure 3 for fraud and scam loss trends). Americans lost an estimated $10 billion to nearly 2.6 million fraud incidents in 2023, according to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The losses hit older Americans harder, with individuals 60 and older reporting higher median individual losses compared to other consumers. Nearly 385,600 older Americans reported losing a total of more than $1.6 billion to fraud in 2022, though FTC estimates actual losses are as high as $48 billion. Similarly, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) found that total losses reported by elderly victims to its Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), increased to $3.1 billion in 2022, up by 84 percent from the prior year. Nearly 5,500 older victims lost more than $100,000 to scams in 2022, while more than 3,100 older victims lost at least that in 2021, and nearly 2,000 victims lost at least that much in 2020. There has been a “shocking increase in the number of victims losing their entire life savings and retirement accounts,” over the past two years, according to San Diego Deputy District Attorney and Head of Elder Abuse Prosecutions Scott Pirrello. “The scammers are fleecing our victims of their liquid banking assets initially but then pivoting towards victim’s (sic) investment accounts,” he added.


Letter from Scott Pirrello, Office of the District Attorney, County of San Diego, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 15, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
Figure 3. Fraud Losses Reported to the Federal Trade Commission, in Billions of Dollars

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act effectively eliminated the theft loss deduction.

Source: Federal Trade Commission Consumer Sentinel Network Data
Common schemes reported by elderly victims to the FBI in 2022 include tech support and government impersonation scams,\textsuperscript{70} which were responsible for at least $1.3 billion in losses among all victims reporting to the agency in 2023 (see figure 4 for an example of how these scams might work in combination\textsuperscript{71}).\textsuperscript{72} About 20,700 older adults lost a total of more than $770 million to such scams in 2023,\textsuperscript{73} and nearly 100 elderly victims reported individually losing $1 million or more to such schemes the prior year.\textsuperscript{74} In a report on protecting older consumers, the FTC found that older Americans lost the most to investment, business imposter, and romance scams in 2022, losing $404 million, $271 million, and $240 million to such scams, respectively.\textsuperscript{75}

\textsuperscript{73} Id.
**Figure 4. Example of Tech Support and Government Impersonation Scam**

**Tech Support Imposter**
- A scammer posing as tech support contacts you through a phone call, text, email, or a pop-up window
- Tells you your accounts have been compromised and are under threat
- Scammer may direct you to install remote access software
- Scammer instructs you not to tell anyone
- May direct you to someone posing as a government official

**U.S. Government Imposter**
- Scammer poses as U.S. Government employee
- Tells you your computer and financial accounts have been hacked
- Scammer directs you to move your money to a “safe account” to protect your assets that they promise will be returned, sometimes with interest
- May provide official-looking letterhead to appear legitimate

**Money moved to “Safe Account” that scammer controls**
- The scammer may direct you to move varied sums of money on multiple occasions, over time through wire transfers, money orders, gift cards, or cryptocurrency
- The scammer may strategize with you as to how to avoid suspicion and avert questioning at your bank
Individuals are losing more money to scams than ever before, and the methods scammers employ are increasingly professionalized and sophisticated. Scammers can invest long periods of time cultivating their victims and preying on vulnerabilities, sometimes spending months to earn a victim’s trust. Scammers are skilled at persuading, assuaging, diverting, and inciting a sense of urgency and fear among targets. Fraudsters will also leverage personal information originating in data breaches and sold on criminal marketplaces to build credibility with their victims. Older adults may be especially vulnerable to fraud and scams due to their social isolation. Additionally, some studies suggest that older adults may be more trusting due, in part, to changes in the brain as individuals age. They also may not know how to report suspected fraud to authorities. Older victims with life savings and individual retirement accounts (IRAs) or 401(k)s—capital often accumulated over decades to be used in retirement when they can no longer work—are also prime targets for scammers. Tax attorney James Creech told the Committee, “While anyone can fall victim to these scams, the criminals behind them most often target older Americans because they know that they are more socially isolated and have greater savings to steal.”

84 Letter from James Creech, Baker Tilly US, LLP, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging (March 4, 2024). See Appendix 2 for full letter.
Stories from Scam Victims

Older adults across the country are facing record rates of fraud and now, after the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), are left without a critical tool to mitigate their losses (see table 1 for scam victim locations by state85). Committee Majority staff spoke with older scam victims, their families, and their tax attorneys or certified public accountants to understand the many challenges stemming from the Republican tax law. This section recounts their experiences and the consequences of the elimination of the theft loss deduction. In some cases, the Committee used pseudonyms to protect victims’ identities.

85 The locations are inclusive of the states noted in the scam victims’ stories recounted below, as well as those shared by tax attorneys, low-income tax clinics, and other experts consulted in the course of the investigation. Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with Scott Pirrello, Office of the District Attorney, County of San Diego, November 17, 2023 and April 4, 2024; Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with Leslie Book, Villanova University, January 12, 2024; Aging Majority staff conversation with Patrick Thomas, Frost Brown Todd LLP, January 22, 2024; Senate Aging Majority staff email correspondence with Nathaniel Puffer, New Mexico Legal Aid, March 11, 2024 (on file with the Committee); Senate Aging Majority staff email correspondence with James Creech, Baker Tilly US, LLP, March 12, 2024 (on file with the Committee); Letter from Georgia scam victim to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 28, 2024 (on file with the Committee); Aging Majority staff email correspondence with Oregon scam victim, February 29 and March 1, 2024 (on file with the Committee); Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024; Letter from Legal Services of Northern Virginia to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 5, 2024; Letter from Legal Aid of Southeast and Central Ohio, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 7, 2024; Letter from Low Income Taxpayer Clinics, Legal Aid of Arkansas, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 8, 2024; Letter from Alvin L. Storrs Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic, Michigan State University College of Law, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 13, 2024.
Table 1. Scam Victims’ Location By State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. Oregon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table note: State locations of scam victims, including stakeholder clients and contacts.*
Scam Victims’ Narratives

(1) Kate, Retiree in her seventies, Pennsylvania

“\textit{The loss that hurts the most was losing his love and losing the family I thought I was going to have and what my new future was going to be. That is much harder to deal with than losing the money... though I was devastated to find there wasn’t a tax break for me. I had to pay taxes on money I no longer had. Thousands of businesses get tax breaks for many reasons, so to find out this deduction was rescinded was devasting to me. It was another blow when I thought I was down as far as I could get. It felt personal. It felt like another kick in the gut.}”

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Kate, a retired secretary and widow from Pennsylvania, connected through a Facebook friend request with a man posing as a United Nations surgeon based in Iraq.\textsuperscript{86} Over the course of five months, they corresponded daily through an app the scammer convinced Kate to download, planning their future together, eventually including their marriage. The scammer’s supposed children began to email Kate, calling her “mom.” In time, Kate was conned into sending gift cards to cover what the scammer claimed were needed expenses. Over the next months, these requests multiplied. The charade culminated when “the surgeon” was to meet Kate for the first time, but en route, he claimed he was apprehended by the police for drug possession. Kate was asked to send $20,000 for bail, at which point she realized the scam. Ultimately, Kate lost $39,000 to the romance scam, depleting her late husband’s life insurance and savings, and withdrawing most of her retirement assets.

After the initial heartbreak, Kate was further devastated to learn that she owed an additional $5,000 in federal taxes. She felt like this tax bill—a result of the rescission of the theft loss deduction—was another blow when she was already down. The money Kate lost to the scam and then paid to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to satisfy the federal tax bill had cascading effects, as it affected Kate’s cash flow and limited her ability to pay for certain expenses, including repairs to her HVAC. Instead, Kate purchased a portable air conditioner unit that plugged into an extension cord that later caused a fire. Kate lost her house, all her possessions, and six hospice dogs in the fire nearly two years after the scam started.

\textsuperscript{86} This narrative is based on conversations with the scam victim, her certified public accountant (CPA), her 2021 congressional testimony to the Senate Aging Committee, and a related AARP article, where her story is featured (hereinafter “Kate’s story”). The scam victim and her CPA spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on November 15, 2023, and January 5, 2024, respectively. \textit{Frauds, Scams and COVID-19: How Con Artists Have Targeted Older Americans During the Pandemic}, Before the Senate Special Committee on Aging, 117th Congress, at 8, 2021, testimony of Kate Kleinert, https://www.aging.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Testimony_Kleinert%2009.23.21.pdf; Linda Lindberg, “Scam Jam 2023: The Story of Kate Kleinert,” AARP, May 15, 2023, https://states.aarp.org/virginia/scam-jam-2023-the-story-of-kate-kleinart.
“She lost most of her life’s savings to the criminals and suffered significant financial and emotional distress as a result. She has entered a downward health spiral, and the emotional harm will affect her for the rest of her life... in addition to the trauma of the theft, she has experienced burdens as a result of the confusion created by the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Prior to TCJA, there would have been no question that our mom’s theft loss was deductible. After 2017, the issue is so murky that the numerous experts we consulted disagree. It is poor public policy to put the burden on fraud victims to navigate an unclear and contradictory Tax Code. IRS instructions are unclear about how to deduct theft losses for grandmothers who are victims of fraud, if they are deductible at all.” –Helen’s Son

Helen, a retiree in her mid-eighties from California, was targeted by the phantom hacker tech scheme, a type of the tech support and financial institution impersonation scam. While reading her sister’s obituary, Helen received a pop-up alerting her that a virus had infected her computer with instructions to call for help. The thieves impersonated a Microsoft agent and then a bank official. Even though Helen had not provided any information, less a phone number, the scammers knew where she banked, which led her to believe the scammers were credible. They convinced Helen that hackers had infiltrated her computer and were stealing from her accounts. She was tricked into downloading remote access software and told she needed to swiftly move her money to a different location to protect her assets. They told her that because it was a legal matter, she should not tell anyone about the hacked bank account and recovery strategy, not even family. Over nearly two months, the scammers conned Helen into transferring money to “a new account,” purchasing gift cards, sending cashier’s checks, and wiring money, until a bank teller alerted its fraud department. In total, scammers stole $277,000 from Helen—nearly all her life’s savings.

On top of the huge financial loss, Helen faces a potential federal tax liability upwards of $60,000. To cover these additional costs, Helen may have to withdraw even more money from her individual retirement account (IRA), incurring further tax liabilities—a tremendous hardship for a retiree who has just lost close to all her assets and who can no longer work. Additionally, the lack of IRS tax guidance for scam victims has confounded Helen and her family, compelling them to seek professional help to understand her filings. Helen and her family consulted four accountants and two tax lawyers. These professionals

---

87 This narrative is based on conversations and email correspondence with the scam victim’s sons, statements and documents on file with the Committee, and a related AARP article, where Helen’s story is featured (hereinafter “Helen’s story”). The scam victim’s sons spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on November 20, 2023 and on February 7, 2024. Patrick Kiger, “Tech Support Scams are Rampant in 2023,” AARP, June 21, 2023, https://www.aarp.org/money/scams-fraud/info-2023/fake-online-tech-support.html.
offered contradicting advice, demonstrating the complexity and technicality of this tax issue. Furthermore, Helen’s family filed complaints with 16 entities, including law enforcement, government agencies, financial institutions, and other organizations. The family found the multitude of entities to which to report the scam to be confusing, and ultimately none were able to recover the stolen money or identify and prosecute the scammers.

(3) Rohan, Retiree in his seventies, Ohio

“The trauma of the initial realization of the fraud was immense. Having the FBI show up on your doorstep … It was an excruciatingly painful experience for our entire family.”

“The emotional stress where … you believe you may have to rely on your children in your old age is not something that they expected and has been very hard for them. As difficult as the realization of their changed situation has been, the outstanding tax issues have been equally, if not more, painful.”

“The treatment of our situation by the IRS given the current laws has re-victimized my family. The inability to claim theft losses against phantom income has taken two years of my in-laws’ golden years and turned them into an endless saga of disappointment and questions of ‘what if’ … I assure you, the emotional harm to my in-laws has been severe.” - Victim’s son-in-law

Rohan, an Ohioan in his late seventies, fell victim to a government impersonation scam in 2021. Scammers posing as Department of Homeland Security officials told him his identity had been stolen and that his U.S. citizenship was under threat, though he was naturalized nearly 40 years prior and had made the United States his home. The scammers knew where Rohan banked, and the amounts held at each institution—information that Rohan never shared with them—that added credibility to the scammers’ claims. The scammers contacted Rohan at his office and on his cell phone with instructions to “safeguard his assets.” He heeded their requests, sending two dozen wire transfers over the course of a year, without any questions or action from the banks he patroned. The scammers also told him to remain silent; sharing details of what was happening, they said, would jeopardize his citizenship. One day, the FBI arrived at Rohan’s home to tell him he had been a victim of fraud. All in all, the scammers stole from Rohan more than $4 million—nearly all of his retirement savings and the legacy he meant to pass on to his children and grandchildren. Rohan and his family were in a state of horror. They were

88 This narrative is based on a conversation with the scam victim’s son-in-law, as well as a statement and documents on file with the Committee (hereinafter “Rohan’s story”). The scam victim’s son-in-law spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on February 23, 2024.
beyond devastated to learn that the scammers had been imposters, and that Rohan had been robbed of his life’s earnings that they hoped would sustain him and his wife in their final years.

Then came what Rohan’s son-in-law called the ‘second tragedy’ of confronting the taxes owed on the stolen money, which he said was equally, if not more painful than the initial scam loss. Because Rohan liquidated his pension to send money to the scammers, he ran up a federal tax bill totaling more than $900,000 and a state tax bill of more than $90,000—money he no longer had. For nearly two years, Rohan, with the help of his family, has been working to settle his tax debt, including hiring tax attorneys—at great expense, attempting an Offer in Compromise (OIC) with the IRS, and then pursuing an IRS Taxpayer Advocate Service settlement. However, the process has been extremely difficult and traumatizing according to Rohan’s son-in-law. “I cannot state strongly enough how complicated the OIC process has been and continues to be. I can no longer detail the various steps, agents, appeals and denials we have been through,” he said. Additionally, in the process of negotiating with the IRS, one agent told Rohan that it was “ridiculous for anyone to fear losing their citizenship” and that he must have willingly sent the money to the fraudsters. While the family waits for a decision on the tax debt and a way forward, they continue to relive the pain of the initial scam and are prevented from “moving on from this nightmare.”
“We never thought we’d be in this situation. We’re living paycheck to paycheck. All I think is if this hadn’t been done my husband wouldn’t be so depressed… he sits in a chair all day now. We want to have a normal life without fear of homelessness. We worked hard all our lives. We’re too old to get a job. My husband needs medication to sleep. I am awake nearly all night from stress.”

“If the deduction were reinstated, we’d be debt free.”

One Florida couple, in their seventies and eighties, was victim to a years-long scam devised by their daughter. In 2016, the couple handed over their business to their daughter. Eventually, she convinced them that the enterprise was in trouble, citing allegations that the company had defrauded customers. The daughter told her parents that Dennis faced arrest unless fees were paid and a lawyer was hired, among other lies paired with requests for more money. All told, the couple was defrauded by their daughter out of more than $2 million. Ultimately, the daughter went to prison on felony charges, but the damage remains.

The scam resulted in an $800,000 federal tax bill. The couple has spent the past eight years trying to manage the tax aftermath, spending nearly $15,000 on professional services to help sort their filings. The couple went to court in 2023 to argue that the federal tax on the stolen money should be deductible, but the judge ruled that the law favors the IRS, though he stated that the “plaintiffs were the undisputed victims of a complicated theft.” The judge’s order further states, “The fact that these elderly plaintiffs are now required to pay tax on monies that were stolen from them seems unjust…. It is highly unlikely that Congress, when it eliminated the theft loss deduction beginning in 2018, envisioned injustices like the case before this Court.”


The couple is appealing and continues to deal with the consequences still today. Suzanne told Committee staff that they have taken out loans and now use a credit card for purchases. At one point, they did not have the money to cover basic expenses, including their mortgage and utilities. The couple faced foreclosure, had their electricity and water shut off for months, and relied on charity and food pantries to make it by. Still, the couple puts their faith in God, chooses to remain positive, and hopes for a legislative change to allow them access to the theft loss deduction, which would bring much needed relief and enable them to live the rest of their days without worrying about money.

(5) Larry, Retiree in his seventies, Pennsylvania

“I lost $765,000 to the scam, and it left me owing a huge amount of money to the IRS… After over 50 years in the workforce, my retirement dreams, and any legacy to pass on to my children have been stolen. I had plans on making home improvements, to renovate my kitchen, but I can’t now. I wanted to travel in retirement, but that will be curtailed. My son is hurting financially now, and I can’t help him… I think almost daily about what I should have done to prevent this from happening. I will probably continue to replay this event in my mind for the rest of my life. There needs to be more awareness that these types of scams exist and about the form they take…”

“As I understand the tax code, I am not eligible to claim a deduction due to the 2017 changes passed by Congress. I support efforts towards passing a bill to provide help for victims like me. There should be some tax relief for victims of these crimes.”

Larry, a retiree from Pennsylvania in his mid-seventies, fell victim to a tech and government impersonator scam in fall 2023. Larry received a pop-up while attempting to access his IRA, alerting him to security issues on his account. After several phone calls, he was rerouted to someone impersonating a Social Security Administration official. Over the course of a month, the “official” deceived Larry into thinking his Social Security number was compromised and that his assets were under imminent threat. Larry was advised not to tell anyone. He was tricked into withdrawing money from his IRA, 401(k), and savings account to buy cryptocurrency. Shortly after the third and final wire transfer, Larry received a call from an FBI agent, who told him he had been caught up in a fraud ring. Larry then realized that his hard-earned retirement savings, totaling $765,000, had been stolen from him.

On top of this enormous loss and traumatizing experience, Larry owed to the IRS more

91 This narrative is based on a conversation with the scam victim, as well as a statement and documents on file with the Committee (hereinafter “Larry’s story”). The scam victim spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on February 14, 2024.
than $220,000 in federal taxes on the stolen money, which he did not have. He looked to the IRS for tax filing assistance, though agency officials were of little help and their resources were limited. The local IRS office where Larry lives did not offer in-person meetings, and when he was eventually able to get an appointment at an IRS office in a neighboring city, the official he met with was not trained on scams. Larry had to deplete the remainder of his savings and borrow from his brother to pay the federal tax bill on the money of which he was robbed.

(6) Christopher, Retiree in his sixties, California

“Since this happened, I try to live each day as best I can and not think about what happened, my stupidity, and whether or not my remaining funds and pension will meet my future financial needs. I fight stress, anxiety, and depression that will suddenly hit me at any time of day or night. Any ‘trigger’ such as seeing a picture of myself 30 years ago, will result in depression about how I used to live relatively carefree, but not anymore.”

“It all seems so unfair!” [on having to pay taxes on the stolen money, and the subsequent impact on Medicare costs resulting from not having the theft loss deduction.]

Christopher, a retired engineer in his late sixties from California, fell victim to a crypto scam in fall 2022. Christopher made a connection through social media with a young woman. The relationship started with daily exchanges and pleasantries that helped to earn his trust. Eventually, the woman broached crypto investments. She told Christopher that her aunt had strategies to “buy long and sell short” to make high returns on investment. Christopher made an initial deposit into the crypto platform that he was directed to by the scammers, and he quickly saw his assets soar. He was even able to make an initial withdrawal. This convinced him that the platform was sound, and that the strategy worked; so, he invested more. After putting in nearly half a million dollars over the course of five months, mostly from tax-deferred accounts, his contact told him there would be another opportunity to see high returns if he would send hundreds of thousands more. That is when Christopher realized that much of his life’s savings—$455,000—was lost to the scam.

After coming to terms with the scam, Christopher faced federal tax bills totaling about $248,000 and state tax bills totaling about $84,000 over the two-year period, which he said was so unfair after such a devastating loss. Additionally, the elimination of the theft loss deduction has impacted his life in other ways: because Christopher withdrew large sums of money from his 401(k), it substantially increased his adjusted gross income (AGI)—the

---

92 This narrative is based on a conversation with the scam victim, as well as a statement and documents on file with the Committee (hereinafter “Christopher’s story”). The scam victim spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on January 5, 2024.
basis for which Medicare premiums are calculated—regardless that he no longer had it. Christopher’s Medicare bill increased from the prior year. He also owes more than $2,450 for Medicare overpayments. In addition, Christopher is worried the increased AGI will affect his wife’s Medicare costs as well.

(7) Sally and Bill, Retirees in their seventies, California

“Current tax law does not allow my parents to claim any of the fraud loss. The situation has created an incredible amount of stress for my parents and their extended family, and it is exacerbated by my father’s serious health condition. He is currently undergoing treatment for advanced cancer, and the added emotional stress of losing their entire retirement savings plus the tax liability led my parents to seek help so they can focus on his health.”
-Victims’ son

Retirees Sally and Bill, who are in their seventies, were victims of a bank impersonator scam. In 2021, Sally received a call from a man posing as a bank representative, who alerted her to suspicious activity on her credit card, telling her the account had been compromised. She described him as highly experienced and very convincing. He eventually tricked her into cash advancing $27,000 on the card. The scammers likewise told the couple that their other accounts were under threat, persuading them to move their assets into “special accounts” to protect the money. The scammers instructed them not to tell anyone about the investigation under any circumstances, not even family. Over five months, they were conned into making a series of wire transfers, slowly draining their entire retirement account. During this time, the bank twice sent social workers from the county office on Aging and Elder Abuse, who expressed concern about the couple’s ability to take care of their own finances, which they found to be insulting and a threat to their independence. By the end of the scam, the couple had more than $900,000 stolen from them.

In addition to losing their life’s savings, they also owe about $240,000 in federal taxes, and about $65,000 in state taxes, and nearly $35,000 on a credit card with a 23 percent interest rate. Sally expressed embarrassment that they were taken, as well as despair, as they do not have the money to cover the taxes on the stolen funds—the amount of which keeps growing with penalties and fees as a result. At the same time the couple was reckoning with the scam and the tax implications, they learned that Bill had late-stage cancer. This development further complicated their lives, added to their stress, and limited the time they were able to devote to sorting out their filings. The couple felt forced into hiring a tax professional to help them file an Offer in Compromise for a fee of $22,500—money that Sally put on a credit card. However, the family has received limited status updates on their case, while they continue to worry about the outcome. They are

---

93 This narrative is based on a conversation with the scam victims and documents on file with the Committee, as well as a statement provided by the victims’ son (hereinafter “Sally and Bill’s story”). The scam victims spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on November 28, 2023 and March 13, 2024.
concerned the IRS will put a lien on their house. The couple also told the Committee that despite reporting the case to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and local police, they have not yet received any help. They considered hiring an attorney to try and recoup the funds, but at $1,000 to $1,500 an hour, and in part because the attorneys they consulted were reluctant to take on their case, they decided against it.

(8) Richie, Retiree in his sixties, Utah

“I think about what I had, what I could have had, and what I got… It is so unfair losing all that money and having to pay the tax obligation for the crooks.”

After working 37 years as a U.S. letter carrier in Utah, Richie, in his sixties, was swindled out of his life savings in a tech support and government impersonator scam. In July 2021, Richie’s laptop froze, and a pop-up directed him to call a number. The person on the line who claimed to work for Microsoft told Richie that his Social Security number was compromised, and that there were two fraudulent charges made to his bank account. The scammers knew where Richie banked, though he never gave the scammers that information. Richie was then connected to a Social Security Administration impersonator who tricked him into wiring money from his bank to accounts directed by the scammers in order to “keep his assets safe.” He was also conned into completing a form to have a new Social Security number issued, unknowingly giving the scammers all his personal identifying information. Over the course of the month, Richie sent 11 wire transfers, totaling more than $567,000, until eventually the scammers ceased all communications. The money Richie had saved his entire life was stolen—the money he was going to use as a down payment on a new home. Weeks before the scam, Richie had intended to close on a lot with a newly built house he had contracted. Being defrauded cost Richie his dream home. Instead, he was forced to move into a motel for a time.

In addition to these losses, Richie faced federal and state tax bills on the stolen money, totaling more than $44,000—money he no longer had. Richie was forced to hire a lawyer to help him navigate the complicated tax process, which cost an additional $6,000. The lawyer helped Richie get his federal tax obligation reduced from $32,000 to about $23,500.

94 This narrative is based on conversations with the scam victim, as well as a statement and documents on file with the Committee (hereinafter “Richie’s story”). The scam victim spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on November 29, 2023 and March 12, 2024.
Robert, a retired librarian in his seventies from Pennsylvania, had his life’s savings stolen in a bank impersonation scam. In January 2023, Robert received a pop-up on his screen that instructed him to call his bank’s security department. The scammer on the line convinced Robert that his accounts, along with those belonging to 21 others, were under imminent threat. He was told that the FTC was on the case, but that he was to remain silent or risk losing his money in addition to everyone else’s. Over the next five months, through several calls each week, the scammers earned Robert’s trust and eventually persuaded him to move money from his accounts to a temporary “settlement fund” through money orders, cashier’s checks, and wire transfers. They promised this money would eventually be restored to him with interest. Robert was convinced that through his silence and actions he was helping the other 21 victims whose accounts were under threat. When Robert’s bank froze his account due to illegal activity, he realized the scam. He had had nearly $515,000 stolen from him. Robert was in shock and denial, and in such despair that he contemplated taking his life.

In addition to his devastating losses, Robert is also facing a tax bill on the retirement funds he never received, which he finds to be painful and unsettling. He estimates the tax bill to exceed $12,000 and told the Committee that it will be enormously difficult to move on with his life with the looming tax liability. He is currently sustaining himself on the small remainder of his savings, a small annuity, Social Security payments, and food stamps. However, he is concerned the taxes are going to deplete the few resources he has remaining and is having trouble sleeping as a result.

This narrative is based on conversations with the scam victim, as well as a statement and documents on file with the Committee (hereinafter “Robert’s story”). The scam victim spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on February 28, 2024.
“I am writing to you today with a heavy heart, seeking your assistance and guidance in an incredibly distressing situation that has consumed my life. I believe it is imperative to bring this matter to your attention, as it has left me emotionally and financially shattered. I am devastated beyond words. This ordeal has left me emotionally drained and financially depleted.”

Over four months in 2020, Arjun was encouraged to invest in an online currency exchange profit venture through a connection made on social media. After investing a portion of his retirement savings and seeing exponential returns on the platform, he invested more money. When Arjun requested to withdraw a portion of these funds, the scammers told him he first needed to pay a withdrawal fee. He paid another $21,250, but he still could not withdraw the money, which was the moment he realized the venture was a farce. In total, scammers stole from Arjun $744,250.

“My agony did not end there,” he told the Committee: Arjun owed a huge federal tax bill on the half million dollars he withdrew from his IRA. Additionally, because he had withdrawn from his retirement savings while under age 59 and a half—thinking that he would be able to replenish the account before incurring a penalty—he was charged a 10 percent early withdrawal penalty by the IRS, in addition to the federal taxes on the distribution. The taxes and penalties totaled nearly $255,000—money Arjun did not have. Arjun sought help to submit his filings and hired a tax consultant for $15,000, who advised him to claim the theft loss deduction allowances for Ponzi schemes. Despite the professional assistance, his efforts were unsuccessful. The IRS ultimately found that Arjun’s case did not qualify for tax relief under this allowance, citing there were no related indictments, nor criminal or civil complaints associated with the lead figure in the case. In the end, Arjun had to take out a home equity loan to satisfy the federal tax debt. Moreover, Arjun has taken “every conceivable step to report this matter to the FBI, local law enforcement in Hong Kong [where he believes the fraudsters to be located] and financial regulatory bodies, as well as seeking assistance from [several banks],” but to no avail.

---

96 This narrative is based on conversations with the scam victim, as well as a statement and documents on file with the Committee (hereinafter “Arjun’s story”). The scam victim spoke with Senate Aging Majority Staff on January 17, 2024.
Common Challenges Cited by Scam Victims

These heartbreaking stories from older scam victims across the country feature commonalities across narratives (see figure 5). Nearly everyone who spoke with Committee staff said that paying federal, and often state taxes, after being defrauded felt like an insult to injury. It was the unexpected additional cost that felt unfair, given that the victims had received no benefits from the income on which they were being taxed. “For seniors without future earning capacity, these losses are frequently paid for by cuts in their standard of living,” according to tax attorney James Creech. “For a middle-class retiree even a modest $20,000 loss from a 401(k) account, plus the tax bill from the distribution, can imperil many of the anticipated joys of retirement,” he added. Legal Action of Wisconsin noted that some older adults see the IRS place liens or foreclose on their personal residences and seize remaining funds in their bank accounts, noting, “the result will frequently be economic devastation, and they wind up with only Social Security to cover their expenses in old age.”

Many victims found filing taxes after a scam to be technical and confounding. While the IRS does offer some resources for victims of financial fraud, many scam victims and stakeholders who spoke with the Committee reported that the IRS has little to no helpful guidance for them to navigate their situations. Some victims were compelled to hire professional tax help—an additional burden and cost—though the experts they consulted often offered conflicting advice. San Diego Deputy District Attorney and Head of Elder Abuse Prosecutions Scott Pirrello described a situation where “the victim goes to the IRS’ website and unfortunately there are zero resources posted for scam victims. The victim’s next move is often to look up tax services agencies or law firms that advertise their services to help victims like this and of course need to bill the victim an additional $10,000 – $30,000 to contest the IRS bill.” There are even more complications for scam victims who received retirement distributions while under the

---

97 For example, see Kate, Suzanne and Dennis, and Richie’s stories.
98 For example, see Kate, Robert, and Christopher’s stories.
99 Letter from James Creech, Baker Tilly US, LLP, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 4, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
100 Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
101 See Helen and Larry’s stories.
102 IRS resources include: Topic #515, Casualty, disaster, and theft losses; Publication 547, Casualties, Disasters, and Thefts; Publication 584, Casualty, Disaster, and Theft Loss Workbook; Instructions for Form 4684, Casualties and Thefts; Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee).
103 See Helen and Larry’s stories; Letter from Scott Pirrello, Office of the District Attorney, County of San Diego, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 15, 2024; Letter from Leslie Book and Christine Speidel, Villanova University, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 14, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letters.
104 For example, see Helen, Rohan, and Suzanne and Dennis’ stories.
105 For example, see Helen’s story; Letter from Legal Services of Northern Virginia to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 5, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
106 Letter from Scott Pirrello, Office of the District Attorney, County of San Diego, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 15, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
age of 59 and half: they faced an additional 10 percent early withdrawal penalty from the IRS, though they had intended to replenish those funds in the allowable timeframe before realizing their money had been stolen.\textsuperscript{107}

Tax attorney Patrick Thomas stated that the casualty and theft loss tax deduction is so technical that there may be confusion among front-line IRS reviewers, which could result in inconsistent reviews across tax returns.\textsuperscript{108} The Committee found that some scam victims reported success in claiming the theft loss deduction as an investment allowance,\textsuperscript{109} but in another case the IRS did not accept a Ponzi scheme claim without an indictment or civil or criminal complaint\textsuperscript{110} — the issuance of which may be difficult in online scam cases. In another instance, the IRS partially disallowed one scam victim’s casualty loss deduction claim, stating that the deduction is only allowed for federally declared disasters from 2018 to 2025, but the agency cited the wrong law.\textsuperscript{111}

Additionally, some victims said that they felt embarrassed about falling victim to a scam and did not tell anyone for a period out of shame.\textsuperscript{112} This embarrassment may also compound the financial impact felt by older scam victims, according to staff from Legal Action of Wisconsin.\textsuperscript{113} “Too often, the shame, fear, and embarrassment that follow being scammed or financially exploited are themselves roadblocks to seeking help, and too many people spiral into a debt that is made even worse at tax time,” they said.\textsuperscript{114} Other victims were in denial initially, requiring loved ones to intervene.\textsuperscript{115} Many victims became concerned about their finances and how they might sustain themselves at an age when they are unable to go back to work.\textsuperscript{116} Several victims experienced unbearable grief and despair.\textsuperscript{117} Two victims told the Committee that their bank had sent Adult Protective Services representatives to their home to check on their mental capacity, one of whom found the visits to be a threat to independent living.\textsuperscript{118}

Many victims expressed confusion about which agency, company, or law enforcement authority to turn to, and often when they did reach out, they were offered little or no


\textsuperscript{108} Based on Senate Aging Majority Staff conversation with tax attorney Patrick Thomas, Frost Brown Todd, LLP, January 22, 2024.

\textsuperscript{109} Letter from Low Income Taxpayer Clinics, Legal Aid of Arkansas, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 8, 2024; Letter from Legal Services of Northern Virginia to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 5, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letters.


\textsuperscript{111} Supra, note 94.

\textsuperscript{112} For example, supra, note 94; supra, note 93.

\textsuperscript{113} Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.

\textsuperscript{114} Id.

\textsuperscript{115} Supra, note 89.

\textsuperscript{116} For example, see Suzanne and Dennis, Rohan, and Sally and Bill’s stories.

\textsuperscript{117} For example, see Robert and Sally and Bill’s stories.

\textsuperscript{118} For example, see Sally and Bill’s story; supra, note 95.
help if their calls were returned at all. Many were frustrated by the either slow or absent response by the government or financial institutions. In two cases, scam victims who were also immigrants were tricked into believing that they would lose their U.S. citizenship or be deported if they did not comply with the scammers’ requests.

Figure 5. Common Emotions and Thoughts Among Scam Victims

- I worked so hard my entire life
- Grief
- The tax bill was an insult to injury
- This is so unfair
- The tax was another blow
- Frustration
- How will I sustain myself now?
- Anxiety
- IRS instructions are unclear
- Confusion
- How did this happen?
- Shame

---
119 For example, see Helen’s story; supra, note 86.
120 For example, see Helen, Rohan, and Arjun’s stories.
121 See Rohan’s story; Letter from Legal Aid of Southeast and Central Ohio, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 7, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full statement.
Recent news reports echo these narratives, including stories featured in a recent series by the *Washington Post*. These articles shed light on the consequences of the 2017 tax law, highlighting the experiences of older adults who have found themselves facing large federal tax bills after having money stolen by fraudsters. One of these articles included the experience of a former White House scientist, who lost $655,000 to a tech scam and paid more than $100,000 in federal taxes. In another story, a Virginia man told *CBS News* that he lost more than $800,000 to an online scam, which led to a roughly $200,000 tax bill.


The Impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

Despite Republican promises, these stories show that the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) did not deliver for the middle class, while it piled on penalties for those who had responsibly saved for retirement. The Tax Policy Center stated that, “much of the [TCJA] tax cuts flowed mostly to higher-income households or to corporations” rather than lower-income households.\textsuperscript{125} And although corporate profits are at record highs following passage of TCJA,\textsuperscript{126} U.S. corporate tax revenues have been trending downward over the decades, as the U.S. is collecting fewer revenues from corporations relative to its international peers.\textsuperscript{127} The Center for American Progress noted in 2019, “the large corporate tax windfalls have gone mostly toward lining the pockets of already wealthy individuals, and there is little evidence that middle- and working-class families will see real benefits.”\textsuperscript{128} Another expert analysis in 2022 found that the law’s corporate tax cuts increased earnings for corporate executives and high earners but did not impact earnings for the bottom 90 percent of the workforce.\textsuperscript{129}

Repeal of the Theft Loss Deduction Harmed Older Adults and Taxpayers with Incomes Under $75,000

Older adults and taxpayers with incomes under $75,000 were at least half of filers using the casualty and theft loss deduction ahead of the modification of the deduction with the TCJA. However, IRS data include only limited demographic information, making it difficult to understand the characteristics—beyond age and income—of taxpayers who used the deduction and identify which Americans were most affected by the change in law.\textsuperscript{130}

Older filers used the casualty and theft loss deduction disproportionately prior to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{125} “Briefing Book: What were the economic effects of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act?” Tax Policy Center, updated January 2024, \url{https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/what-were-economic-effects-tax-cuts-and-jobs-act}.
  \item \textsuperscript{126} Matt Phillips, “Corporate profits popped in Q3, just shy of all-time peak,” Axios, November 30, 2023, \url{https://www.axios.com/2023/11/30/corporate-profits-q3-2024}.
  \item \textsuperscript{127} “Six Charts that Show How Low Corporate Tax Revenues are in the United States Right Now,” Peter G. Peterson Foundation, April 7, 2023, \url{https://pgrp.org/blog/2023/04/six-charts-that-show-how-low-corporate-tax-revenues-are-in-the-united-states-right-now}.
  \item \textsuperscript{128} Galen Hendricks and Seth Hanlon, “The TCJA 2 Years Later: Corporations, Not Workers, Are the Big Winners,” Center for American Progress, December 19, 2019, \url{https://www.americanprogress.org/article/tcja-2-years-later-corporations-not-workers-big-winners/}.
  \item \textsuperscript{129} Patrick J. Kennedy et al., “The Efficiency-Equity Tradeoff of the Corporate Income Tax: Evidence from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,” October 31, 2022, \url{https://economics.yale.edu/sites/default/files/2023-01/The%20Efficiency-Equity%20Tradeoff%20of%20the%20Corporate%20Income%20Tax.pdf}.
  \item \textsuperscript{130} Government Accountability Office, \textit{TAX EQUITY: Lack of Data Limits Ability to Analyze Effects of Tax Policies on Households by Demographic Characteristics}, (May 2022), at 8, \url{https://www.gao.gov/assets/22-104553.pdf}.
\end{itemize}
enactment of the Trump tax law.\textsuperscript{131} From 2010 to 2017, about half of returns with the deduction were from filers ages 55 or older, according to IRS data.\textsuperscript{132} These returns comprised an estimated 44 percent to 59 percent of all returns claiming this deduction over this period.\textsuperscript{133}

These data show older filers were negatively affected by the change to the deduction—including the elimination of the theft loss provision—at a time when older Americans are being increasingly targeted and losing more money to frauds and scams. Stakeholders, including those who spoke with Committee staff, are increasingly concerned about the growing number of older scam victims saddled with huge federal tax bills, who no longer have access to the theft loss deduction. For example, in a recent letter of support for legislation that would partially reinstate the theft loss deduction, AARP wrote:

\begin{quote}
As victims grapple with the theft of their hard-earned funds, they face an additional trauma: the tax burden related to their losses. The looming tax obligation compounds their distress, forcing them to relive the crime while struggling to meet financial obligations. Consequently, inquiries about tax liabilities have become increasingly common among those seeking assistance from our Helpline fraud specialists and those attending our online support groups, underscoring the urgent need for support and guidance in navigating this complex and distressing ordeal. \ldots legislation [that would partially reinstate the theft loss deduction] will provide some relief to those who have unfortunately already been the targets of criminals.\textsuperscript{134}
\end{quote}

Michigan State University's Low-Income Tax Clinic Director told the Committee, “The elimination of the theft loss deduction has been catastrophic for many taxpayers. … Through my work in the Clinic I have seen the devastating impact the restriction on the theft loss deduction has on taxpayers, including the elderly.”\textsuperscript{135}

Taxpayers with incomes under $75,000 are also among those who, prior to the TCJA, most frequently used the deduction. IRS data show that from 2010 to 2017, an estimated 55 to 71 percent of filers that claimed the casualty and theft loss deduction had an adjusted

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{131} Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of 2010 to 2017 data. “SOI tax stats – individual income tax returns complete report (publication 1304) – basic tables part 2, Table 2.6: Returns with Itemized Deductions: Sources of Income, Adjustments, Itemized Deductions by Type, Exemptions, and Tax Items, 2010-2017” Internal Revenue Service, last modified February 1, 2024, \url{https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-returns-complete-report-publication-1304-basic-tables-part-2}.
\item \textsuperscript{132} Id. By contrast, returns from filers ages 55 or older represented only 42 percent of itemized returns overall. Age for joint returns is based on the primary taxpayer’s age. Additionally, these data include filers who claimed the deduction and took the standard deduction through the disaster loss expansion. IRS estimates that before 2017, disaster loss claims accounted for 10-30 percent of all casualty and theft loss claims (see methodology for more details).
\item \textsuperscript{133} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{134} Letter from Bill Sweeney, AARP, to Senator Richard Blumenthal, et al., March 7, 2024, \url{https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/politics/advocacy/2024/03/senate-casualty-loss-deduction-restoration-act.pdf}.
\item \textsuperscript{135} Letter from Alvin L. Storrs Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic, Michigan State University College of Law, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 13, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.
\end{itemize}
gross income (AGI) below $75,000. These data suggest that pre-TCJA, the deduction helped low- to moderate-income taxpayers in addition to high-income taxpayers who typically benefit from claiming itemized deductions. These data are consistent with feedback from experts and stakeholders, who believe that taxpayers at all income levels were hurt by the elimination of the theft loss deduction. Seven low-income tax clinics from across the country—including in Arkansas, Michigan, New Mexico, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Virginia—told Committee staff that their clients had been affected by the disallowance of the theft loss deduction. For example, Legal Action of Wisconsin reported that the theft loss deduction removal by the TCJA has been “devastating for folks like our low-income, elderly clients.” The Community Tax Law Project Executive Director Nancy Rossner, based in Virginia, reported that there are a lot of low-income people facing tax bills on money they have lost to fraud. Villanova University Tax Professor Leslie Book added that “people who lose a lot of money to scams can be of moderate income, they just saved their entire life. These are not the type of people who you would think of as higher income, but they have had a nest egg in a 401(k), other retirement account, or even a brokerage account; not all filers who would have benefited from the deduction are higher income.”

136 Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of 2010 to 2017 data. “SOI tax stats – individual income tax returns complete report (publication 1304) – basic tables part 2, Table 2.1: Returns with Itemized Deductions: Sources of Income, Adjustments, Itemized Deductions by Type, Exemptions, and Tax Items, 2010-2017” Internal Revenue Service, last modified February 1, 2024, https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-returns-complete-report-publication-1304-basic-tables-part-2. Specifically, staff aggregated income categories below $75,000 adjusted gross income, which included cells with small sample sizes and combined income categories. Given these data limitations, IRS advise to use this information with caution. Additionally, these data include filers who claimed the deduction and took the standard deduction through the disaster loss expansion. IRS estimates that before 2017, disaster loss claims accounted for 10-30 percent of all casualty and theft loss claims (see methodology for more details).

137 Taking the casualty and theft loss deduction requires itemizing rather than taking the standard deduction, and lower-income filers tend to be less likely to itemize. Additionally, ahead of the TCJA, the casualty and theft loss deduction was available only for losses exceeding $100 and 10 percent of AGI, meaning that it was only useful for significant losses. Last, the deduction was intended to cover a loss of assets, such as retirement funds, which not everyone has. These points taken together suggest that very low-income filers may have been less likely to use the deduction. Relatedly, all deductions will translate into a higher benefit for higher-income earners, as deductions from taxable income will save more, given their higher marginal tax rate. In other words, a higher-earning taxpayer will have to pay a higher overall rate on income, thus a deduction to their taxable income translates into higher proportional savings.

138 Letter from Legal Aid of Arkansas, Low Income Taxpayer Clinics, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 8, 2024; Letter from Alvin L. Storrs Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic, Michigan State University College of Law, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 13, 2024; Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with New Mexico Legal Aid, March 11, 2024; Letter from Legal Aid of Southeast and Central Ohio, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 7, 2024; Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024; Letter from Legal Services of Northern Virginia to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 5, 2024; Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with Nancy Rossner, The Community Tax Law Project, February 2, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letters.

139 Letter from Legal Action of Wisconsin to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 20, 2024. See Appendix 2 for full letter.

140 Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with Nancy Rossner, The Community Tax Law Project, February 2, 2024.

141 Senate Aging Majority staff conversation with Leslie Book, Villanova University, January 12, 2024.
Filers Claiming Casualty and Theft Loss Deduction and the Associated Costs Drop After the TCJA

After passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), the number of taxpayers claiming the casualty and theft loss deduction and the associated costs plummeted, as the law significantly curtailed the deduction, foreclosing tax relief options for scam victims and others who experienced other theft and casualty losses outside of federally declared disasters. However, identifying the exact number of filers affected by the TCJA and the associated costs are difficult due to confounding factors. First, among other policy changes, the TCJA raised the standard deduction for tax years 2018 to 2025, which has resulted in fewer filers itemizing their deductions. If the prior version of the casualty and theft loss deduction were in place today, likely fewer taxpayers would use it since the standard deduction has nearly doubled post-TCJA. For instance, if a single filer would have before been able to deduct a $10,000 loss to a scam, they would likely still choose to elect the $13,850 standard deduction in 2023, unless they had other itemized deductions to claim. This bears out in the data: in tax year 2018, 11 percent of filers itemized returns, down from 31 percent the year before, prior to TCJA enactment.142 Second, the TCJA still allows deductions related to federally declared disasters, and the number of disasters, and victims of disasters, vary each year.

IRS estimates show a sharp decline in the number of taxpayers claiming the casualty and theft loss deduction and the amounts claimed post-TCJA (see figure 61).144 For example, in 2017, the last year before the TCJA went into effect, IRS estimated about 113,000 filers claimed the casualty or theft loss deduction, the claims of which were estimated to total $2.8 billion.145 The next year, IRS reported a 78 percent drop in utilization of the deduction,
when about 25,000 filers included the deduction. In 2021—the latest year for which data are available—IRS estimated the number of filers claiming this deduction dropped considerably: taxpayers filed about 10,000 returns with this deduction, claiming about $726 million in deductions. 

Figure 6. Internal Revenue Service Estimates of Itemized Returns Claiming Casualty or Theft Loss Deduction and Total Amounts Claimed, by Year

Source: Internal Revenue Service Statistics of Income Data

---


147 Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Robert P. Casey, Jr., Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee).
Ahead of the TCJA, the estimated number of returns to claim the casualty or theft loss deduction fluctuated, ranging from about 72,000 to 160,000 per year between 2010 and 2017.\textsuperscript{148} The estimated amount claimed also varied by year, ranging from about $1.6 billion to $5.2 billion over the same period.\textsuperscript{149} After the TCJA, from 2018 to 2021, the number of returns claiming the deduction ranged from about 6,700 to 25,000, and the claim amounts ranged from $275 million to $1.1 billion.\textsuperscript{150} Based on IRS data, median amounts claimed by filers using the deduction also increased significantly post-TCJA.\textsuperscript{151} For example, the median claims from 2014 to 2017 averaged about $11,000.\textsuperscript{152} This amount more than doubled to roughly $24,000, when averaging median claims from years 2018 to 2021.\textsuperscript{153} Likewise, the average amount claimed by filers using the deduction from 2010 to 2017, per year, ranged from roughly $21,000 to $34,000 but increased from 2018 to 2021, to an approximate range of $34,000 to $72,000.\textsuperscript{154} Median and average claim amounts suggest that most filers did not claim six-figure loss deductions.\textsuperscript{155} However, IRS data show that from 2011 to 2017, between 2,000 and 11,000 filers claimed losses greater than $100,000.

\textsuperscript{148} Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of 2010 to 2017 data. “SOI tax stats – individual income tax returns complete report (publication 1304) – basic tables part 2, Table 2.1: Returns with Itemized Deductions: Sources of Income, Adjustments, Itemized Deductions by Type, Exemptions, and Tax Items, 2010-2017” Internal Revenue Service, last modified February 1, 2024, https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-returns-complete-report-publication-1304-basic-tables-part-2. These data include filers who claimed the deduction and took the standard deduction through the disaster loss expansion. IRS estimates that before 2017, disaster loss claims accounted for 10-30 percent of all casualty and theft loss claims (see methodology for more details).

\textsuperscript{149} Id.

\textsuperscript{150} Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of 2018-2021 data. “SOI tax stats – individual income tax returns complete report (publication 1304) – basic tables part 2, Table 2.1: Returns with Itemized Deductions: Sources of Income, Adjustments, Itemized Deductions by Type, Exemptions, and Tax Items, 2018-2019,” Internal Revenue Service, last modified February 1, 2024, https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-returns-complete-report-publication-1304-basic-tables-part-2; Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Robert P. Casey, Jr., Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee). IRS casualty and theft loss deduction data may still include claims from taxpayers who took the disaster loss expansion and itemized after 2017 (see methodology for more details).

\textsuperscript{151} Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of Internal Revenue Service data. Letter from Thomas A. Barthold, Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Taxation, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 26, 2024 (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{152} Id.

\textsuperscript{153} Id.

\textsuperscript{154} Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of Internal Revenue Service data. “SOI tax stats – individual income tax returns complete report (publication 1304) – basic tables part 2, Table 2.1: Returns with Itemized Deductions: Sources of Income, Adjustments, Itemized Deductions by Type, Exemptions, and Tax Items, 2010-2019,” Internal Revenue Service, last modified February 1, 2024, https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-returns-complete-report-publication-1304-basic-tables-part-2; Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Robert P. Casey, Jr., Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{155} Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of Internal Revenue Service data. “SOI tax stats – individual income tax returns complete report (publication 1304) – basic tables part 2, Table 2.1: Returns with Itemized Deductions: Sources of Income, Adjustments, Itemized Deductions by Type, Exemptions, and Tax Items, 2010-2019,” Internal Revenue Service, last modified February 1, 2024, https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-returns-complete-report-publication-1304-basic-tables-part-2; Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Robert P. Casey, Jr., Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee); Letter from Thomas A. Barthold, Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Taxation, to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 26, 2024 (on file with the Committee).
each year, though claims at this level dropped after the TCJA (see table 2\textsuperscript{156}).\textsuperscript{157}

### Table 2. Estimates of Itemized Returns that include Casualty or Theft Loss Deductions Claiming $100,000 or more, by Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Returns (thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{156} Letter from Thomas A. Barthold, Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT), to Senator Bob Casey, Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, February 26, 2024 (on file with the Committee). According to JCT, the number of observed returns with deductible losses is relatively small and is thus highly subject to sampling error. Additionally, these data include filers who claimed the deduction and took the standard deduction through the disaster loss expansion. IRS estimates that before 2017, disaster loss claims accounted for 10-30 percent of all casualty and theft loss claims. IRS casualty and theft loss deduction data may still include claims from taxpayers who took the disaster loss expansion and itemized after 2017 (see methodology for more details).

\textsuperscript{157} Id.

[1] Indicates fewer than 500 returns.

Source: Internal Revenue Service Statistics of Income Data
Similarly, state-level IRS data generally show a drop in utilization of the deduction across states post-TCJA. For example, in Pennsylvania, ahead of the TCJA implementation from 2010 to 2017, Pennsylvanians’ individual casualty and theft loss deduction utilization ranged from about 2,000 to 7,000 claims yearly. After the TCJA, usage of the deduction dropped significantly: only 160 filers claimed the deduction in 2018, and 2020 saw the lowest utilization at 60 claims. Across states, the number of Pennsylvania returns claiming the deduction mostly ranked in the top quintile or quartile of all states and Washington, D.C. from 2010 to 2017 (Pennsylvania’s ranking ranged from 6 to 13). After the TCJA, Pennsylvanians’ utilization dropped to 18th out of 46 states and Washington, D.C. in 2018 (certain states were suppressed).

JCT cost estimates are consistent with IRS data, projecting a drop in the cost of the deduction post-TCJA. JCT estimated that limiting this deduction to federally declared disasters—in addition to economic forecasts and the broader policy changes resulting from passage of the TCJA—would have reduced this tax expenditure by roughly $200 million annually in 2018 and 2019, and about $300 million in 2020. JCT estimates projected costs from casualty and theft losses at $100 million each year from 2022 to 2025, and $500 million in 2026, after the TCJA restrictions on the deduction are set to expire.

158 Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of Internal Revenue Service data. Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Robert P. Casey, Jr., Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee). These data include filers who claimed the deduction and took the standard deduction through the disaster loss expansion. IRS estimates that before 2017, disaster loss claims accounted for 10-30 percent of all casualty and theft loss claims. IRS casualty and theft loss deduction data may still include claims from taxpayers who took the disaster loss expansion and itemized after 2017 (see methodology for more details).


160 Aging Committee Majority staff analysis of Internal Revenue Service data. Letter from Daniel I. Werfel, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury, to Senator Robert P. Casey, Jr., Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 19, 2024 (on file with the Committee).
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163 Id.


Conclusion

The Republican-led Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) dramatically narrowed the casualty and theft loss deduction by limiting it to losses from federally declared disasters. This change was used by Republicans to help pay for tax breaks for the wealthiest Americans and big corporations. As a result, American fraud victims are routinely scammed, then taxed. Those victims, including too many older adults, are subject to federal tax bills that can total hundreds of thousands of dollars after already suffering devastating theft losses.

Older Americans are prime targets for scammers, in part because many seniors have worked hard their whole lives to save enough funds to ensure a safe and secure retirement. As such, hundreds of thousands of older Americans fall victim to fraud and scams each year, losing billions to these schemes—and this is almost surely an undercount. As losses from fraud and scams are increasing and the types of schemes are becoming more complex and convincing, victims of fraud deserve more avenues to offset their losses. Those older adults should not be further punished by having to pay taxes on their losses.

Senator Casey supports reinstating the casualty and theft loss deduction through passage of the Tax Relief for Victims of Crimes, Scams, and Disasters Act. This legislation would also allow scam victims and others who have experienced theft and casualty losses outside of federally declared disasters since passage of the TCJA to amend their tax returns to claim the deduction.

In addition to the modification of the casualty and theft loss deduction, other TCJA individual provisions are set to expire in 2025. As legislators consider potential changes to the broader tax system and other areas of law, Senator Casey will continue to advance the following priorities in Congress:

1. Supporting individuals and families who experience difficult or traumatic events by assisting them in obtaining federal support and relief,
2. Ensuring federal agencies have the resources and funding they need to crack down on scammers and increase awareness of their deceptive practices,
3. Putting more money in the pockets of working families by lowering costs and making the tax code work for them, and
4. Making sure that the wealthiest Americans and corporations are not treated better by our tax code than lower- and middle-class Americans.

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act has enriched wealthy Americans and large corporations while supercharging the federal deficit and hurting many hard-working Americans, including those featured in this report. Going forward Congress needs to reverse many of the policy changes made in 2017 with these principles in mind.
Appendix 1: Letters Related to the Investigation
The Honorable Daniel Werfel  
Commissioner  
Internal Revenue Service  
U.S. Department of the Treasury  
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW  
Washington, D.C. 20224  

Dear Commissioner Werfel:

In recent months, I have been investigating how the 2017 tax overhaul championed by Congressional Republicans has negatively affected victims of scams, fraud, and theft, including older adults. The Republican tax law eliminated a provision of the tax code that allowed victims of fraud to claim a deduction on stolen funds—a provision that was on the books for a century. Following the removal of this provision,1 older adults and their families from across the Nation have faced the shock and financial burden of enormous federal tax bills after having their life savings drained by thieves and fraudsters. This issue is particularly concerning as older adults appear to have disproportionately used the theft deduction before its elimination. Given the growing number of fraud schemes affecting older adults, I write seeking additional information about the effects of 2017 Republican tax law that are negatively affecting older adults in Pennsylvania and across our Nation.

Theft was codified into the casualty losses deduction shortly after individual income taxes were established in 1913, so that taxpayers suffering casualty or theft losses would not have to pay taxes on that lost income. By 1980, 10 percent of itemized returns included the casualty and theft losses deduction. Though changes to the tax code since the 1980s reduced the number of filers using the deduction,2 an average of 116,500 filers used the deduction annually from 2010 to 2017, according to Internal Revenue Service data.3 About half of filers using this deduction were age 55 or older during that same period.4 In 2017, the Republican-led Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) dramatically narrowed the deduction by limiting it to losses from federally declared disasters, a change that was meant help offset the cost of tax breaks for multinational corporations and the ultra-wealthy. As a result, fraud victims have found themselves subject to

---

3 Analysis by Committee staff of Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax Returns Complete Report (Publication 1304), Table 2.1.
4 Analysis by Committee staff of Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax Returns Complete Report (Publication 1304), Table 2.6.
large federal tax bills that can total hundreds of thousands of dollars after suffering large theft losses.

The Washington Post was the latest news outlet to shed light on the negative consequences of the 2017 change in the tax code, highlighting the experiences of older adults who have found themselves on the hook for large federal tax bills after having money stolen by fraudsters. Earlier this year, Forbes highlighted the case of a Florida couple who was scammed by their daughter out of more than $1 million—money the IRS treated as income—resulting in a $400,000 tax bill. In another instance, a Virginia man told CBS News that he lost more than $800,000 to an online scam, which led to a tax bill of $200,000.

As losses from frauds and scams are increasing and the types of schemes are evolving, victims of fraud deserve more avenues to recover their losses. In November, I convened a hearing to highlight how scams augmented by artificial intelligence can easily dupe consumers and businesses into giving away valuable personal information or money. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) data show that consumers reported 2.5 million fraud events in 2022, losing $9 billion—up from $6.1 billion the prior year. Older adults reported losing more than $1.6 billion to fraud in 2022, though FTC estimates actual losses are as high as $48 billion. Older adults also experienced higher average losses than younger consumers in 2022.

The Special Committee on Aging is charged with examining “all matters pertaining to problems and opportunities of older people, including, but not limited to, problems and opportunities of … assuring adequate income.” Given the significant impact that frauds and scams are having on older adults, and the substantial negative financial effect that the 2017 tax law appears to be having on fraud victims, I request that you provide the following information no later than January 18, 2023:

1. Recent reporting confirms that older adults have faced significant tax liabilities following the change to the casualty and theft losses deduction that was instituted in the 2017 tax code.

---


10 Id. at 27.

11 Id. * 25-26.

12 “Rules: United States Senate Special Committee on Aging,” Senate Special Committee on Aging, last accessed December 18, 2023, https://www.aging.senate.gov/about/rules.
law. Some people who have been defrauded have ended up with hefty tax bills after suffering large theft losses, which has put them in challenging financial positions.

a. Please provide any available data regarding the number of taxpayers who have contacted the IRS about this issue, such as through the Taxpayer Assistance Centers, help lines, and the Offer in Compromise program.

b. Has IRS been documenting how the change to the tax code’s casualty and theft losses deduction is affecting taxpayers? For example, is IRS tracking the number of taxpayers who are no longer able to take the deduction for money lost to frauds and scams?

2. Does the IRS have any initiatives or campaigns specifically related to fraud, theft, or scams targeting older adults? Does the IRS have tax guidance for taxpayers who fall victim to financial fraud schemes? If so, please provide all documents related to these efforts, and describe the agency’s strategy to assist taxpayers who have experienced theft, scams, or fraud.

3. Following passage of the 2017 tax law, IRS data show a sharp decline in the number of taxpayers claiming the casualty and theft losses deduction, as well as the amount of money taxpayers claimed. For example, IRS data from 2019 show the number of filers claiming the deduction dropped to about 11,500 returns, estimated at $387 million in total claims. In 2017, the last year before TCJA went into effect, about 113,000 returns included it, totaling an estimated $2.8 billion in claims.

a. To the extent that IRS has additional data about the number of filers using the deduction and the amount claimed for tax years 2020-2022, please provide it.

b. What, if any, information can the IRS provide about the reasons for the declining use of the deduction following the 2017 change in the tax code? What, if any, data do the IRS have regarding the reason that taxpayers claimed the deduction prior to the 2017 change to the tax code? Does the IRS have visibility into whether filers were using the deduction in response to theft, disaster, or some other event? To the extent IRS has such data, please provide it to the Committee.

c. Please provide a state-by-state breakdown of the number of taxpayers using the deduction, and the amount claimed, for each available year dating back to 2010.

---


d. Please provide any available IRS data that include the median amounts and amounts at quartiles that filers have deducted as casualty/theft losses.

If you or your staff have any questions about this request, please direct them to Peter Gartrell, chief investigator for the Majority staff, at 202-224-5364.

Thank you for your assistance with this request.

Sincerely,

Robert P. Casey, Jr.
United States Senator
Chairman, Special Committee on Aging
January 17, 2024

Thomas A. Barthold
Chief of Staff
Joint Committee on Taxation
502 Ford House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Barthold:

In recent months, I have been investigating how the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) has negatively affected victims of scams, fraud, and theft, including older adults. The Republican tax law eliminated a provision of the tax code that allowed victims of fraud to claim a deduction on stolen funds—a provision that was on the books for a century. Following the removal of this provision, older adults and their families from across the Nation have faced the shock and financial burden of enormous federal tax bills after having their life savings drained by thieves and fraudsters. This issue is particularly concerning as older adults appear to have disproportionately used the theft deduction before its elimination. Given the growing number of fraud schemes affecting older adults, I write seeking assistance in accessing tax estimates related to this deduction, to better understand the effects of TCJA.

Theft was codified into the casualty losses deduction shortly after individual income taxes were established in 1913, so that taxpayers suffering casualty or theft losses would not have to pay taxes on that lost income. Though changes to the tax code since the 1980s reduced the number of filers using the deduction, an average of 116,500 filers used the deduction annually from 2010 to 2017, according to Internal Revenue Service data. About half of filers using this deduction were age 55 or older during that same period. In 2017, the TCJA dramatically narrowed the deduction by limiting it to losses from federally declared disasters, a change that was meant help offset the cost of tax breaks for multinational corporations and the ultra-wealthy. As a result, fraud victims have found themselves subject to large federal tax bills that can total hundreds of thousands of dollars after suffering large theft losses.

3 Analysis by Committee staff of Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax Returns Complete Report (Publication 1304), Table 2.1.
4 Analysis by Committee staff of Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax Returns Complete Report (Publication 1304), Table 2.6.
The Special Committee on Aging is charged with examining “all matters pertaining to problems and opportunities of older people, including, but not limited to, problems and opportunities of … assuring adequate income.”\(^5\) As Chair of the Special Committee on Aging, and a member of the Senate Committee on Finance, I am concerned about the significant impact that frauds and scams are having on older adults, and the substantial negative financial effect that the 2017 tax law appears to be having on fraud victims. I therefore request your assistance in providing the following information, as Committee staff discussed with JCT staff during a meeting on January 8, 2024:

1. Please provide data on the number of taxpayers who claimed the casualty and theft losses deduction for each year from 2011-2021. Specifically, please provide the quintile and quartile distributions of the amount claimed, as well as the median amount claimed. Please also provide tables that cross-reference these data with:
   - i. the age of the taxpayers who claimed this deduction, using the following age ranges: under 34; 35-44; 45-54; 55-64; and 65+; and
   - ii. adjusted gross income (AGI) of the taxpayers who claimed this deduction.

2. Please provide data on the number of taxpayers who used the casualty and theft losses deduction, claiming $100,000 or more, for each year from 2011-2021.

3. Regarding taxpayer income, AGI may be affected by retirement account withdrawals not consistent with filers’ actual annual incomes. Please provide available data on sources of income, including retirement income.

I ask that you please provide the requested data by January 31, 2024. I further request that your staff alert my staff to any additional categories of data that the Joint Committee on Taxation can provide that may be of assistance in this investigation.

If you or your staff have any questions about this request, please direct them to Layla Moughari, GAO Detatlee, at 202-224-5364.

Thank you for your assistance with this request.

Sincerely,

Robert P. Casey, Jr.
United States Senator
Chairman, Special Committee on Aging

\(^5\) “Rules: United States Senate Special Committee on Aging,” Senate Special Committee on Aging, last accessed December 18, 2023, [https://www.aging.senate.gov/about/rules](https://www.aging.senate.gov/about/rules).
Appendix 2: Letters from Subject-Matter Experts, Stakeholders, and Low-Income Tax Clinics
February 12, 2024

Senator Bob Casey, Jr.
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
G-16 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act’s Restriction of Theft Loss Deductions under I.R.C. § 165 and its Impact on Older Americans

Dear Senator Casey,

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding the impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act’s (“TCJA”) disallowance of certain theft loss deductions on older Americans. I am an attorney at Frost Brown Todd, LLP, where I primarily represent clients in federal and state tax controversies. I represent taxpayers throughout the country but focus primarily on our firm’s core service areas in Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Ohio, and West Virginia. Prior to my work at Frost Brown Todd, I directed a federally funded Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic at the Notre Dame Law School in South Bend, Indiana, where I supervised law students in representing low-income taxpayers with a variety of tax disputes with the IRS.

Additionally, I serve as a Vice-Chair on the American Bar Association (“ABA”) Section of Taxation’s Individual and Family Taxation Committee (“IFT Committee”), which focused on this very issue in our recent meeting in January 2024. As supplemental material, I have enclosed a slide deck from that meeting’s panel presentation on this topic.

These comments are made in my individual capacity, and do not represent the official position of Frost Brown Todd, the ABA, or the IFT Committee. Further, I have not and will not receive any remuneration from any client for the preparation of these comments. The examples related below stem directly from the experiences my clients have encountered, with some hypotheticals to demonstrate the effect of current law under various circumstances.

Scope of the Problem

Over the past year, I have encountered numerous clients—some quite elderly but all 55 years of age and older—who have fallen victim to scams (or who have been scammed and are now realizing that the arrangement was a scam). Following a robust online discussion among tax practitioners who have also encountered similar facts, it appeared to me that this problem was increasing in occurrence and severity.
Indeed, the data bear this out. According to the FBI’s 2022 Internet Crime Report, total complaints submitted to the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (“IC3”) jumped from approximately 350,000 in 2018 to 800,000 in 2022—a 228% increase over just four years. Moreover, complainants reported $2.7 billion lost to Internet crime in 2018, compared with $10.3 billion in 2022—an increase of 381%. Of course, the stigma that being a scam victim involves, as I have encountered among my clients, may contribute to underreporting of these claims.

Scammers use several deceitful tactics to part elderly Americans from their hard-earned money. These include (1) investment scams (i.e., Ponzi schemes and other scams promising profits), (2) tech support scams (e.g., pretending that payment is needed to protect a computer from viruses), (3) confidence/romance scams (e.g., feigning a romantic relationship and asking for payments for family support or travel to meet the victim), or even (4) government impersonation, among others. Critically, as discussed later, this “hook” for the scam is, post-TCJA, determinative of whether taxpayers can still deduct scam losses. Further, no matter the type of scam, according to the IC3’s 2022 Elder Fraud Report, cryptocurrency is becoming the “preferred payment method” for scams. In 2022, numerous forms of fraud were accelerated by the easy movement of cryptocurrency.

Victims may liquidate a variety of assets to ultimately transfer the assets to the scammer: tax-deferred retirement accounts (IRA, 401(k) etc.), post-tax retirement accounts (Roth IRAs, Designated Roth Accounts), taxable brokerage accounts, real estate, or even simply a checking/savings account. Each account type creates different tax impacts in the context of a scam; in my experience, IRAs and 401(k)s are the accounts that are most often liquidated, given their disproportionately higher value compared with other assets of the victim.

**Legal Analysis & Impact on Taxpayers**

**Inclusion of the Initial Distribution in Income**

The most basic principle of federal income taxation is that taxable income includes “all income from whatever source derived.” Generally, the use of the funds does not matter for purposes of including the funds in income. Therefore, to the extent that a victim liquidates a

---

3 Id. at 15.
4 Victims over 60 years old reported more than $1 billion in internet crimes involving cryptocurrency, up 350% from 2021. Id. See also Michael Laris, A Former White House Scientist was Scammed out of $655,000. Then Came the IRS, THE WASHINGTON POST (Dec. 14, 2023) https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2023/12/14/cyber-crime-scams-irs-taxes/.
6 A potential exception exists where the taxpayer does not have “dominion or control” over the funds. See Balint v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2023-118. This exception, however, will not apply to most scam cases because the victim retains the choice to transfer the funds to the scammer post-liquidation. Further, the
taxable or tax deferred account, she must generally include the distribution in income. Further, under I.R.C. § 72(t), if the victim is under 59 ½ on the date of distribution, she must generally also pay a 10% penalty on any distribution from a tax-deferred account, such as a 401(k) or IRA. No exception to the 10% penalty exists for victims in this situation. Finally, victims must generally also include this income for state income tax purposes.

**Deducting the Scam Loss**

I.R.C. § 165(a) allows a deduction for “any loss sustained during the taxable year and not compensated for by insurance or otherwise.” But I.R.C. § 165(c) limits this deduction for individuals to (1) losses incurred in a trade or business; (2) losses incurred in any transaction entered into for profit; or (3) losses of property not connected with a trade or business or a transaction entered into for profit, if such losses arise from [a] casualty, or from theft. Congress further limited individual theft and casualty losses under I.R.C. § 165(c)(3) over the years, even before the TCJA. The primary limitation is that under I.R.C. § 165(h)(2), net casualty losses must exceed 10% of a taxpayer’s adjusted gross income to be deductible.

In section 11044(a) of the TCJA, Congress removed entirely the ability of individuals to deduct theft losses, unless such loss was “attributable to a Federally declared disaster” for tax years 2018 through 2025. See I.R.C. § 165(h)(5). Because no theft loss from a scam is likely “attributable to a Federally declared disaster”, such losses are not deductible for individuals under I.R.C. § 165(c)(3) for 2018 through 2025.

Nevertheless, there are some remaining avenues for deducting scam losses under I.R.C. § 165(c)(1) or 165(c)(2), which the TCJA did not alter. However, deductibility depends on the intent of the taxpayer when they send money to the scammer. If the loss was incurred (1) in a trade or business or (2) in a transaction entered into for profit, the deduction remains allowable, even under the TCJA, because those deductions arise under I.R.C. § 165(c)(1) and § 165(c)(2). If the taxpayer sends money for another reason—such as to protect their computer from a “virus” or to support a feigned romantic relationship—the loss is not deductible.

This means that deductibility now turns on whether someone has a financial motive—either through their business or otherwise—for entering the transaction with the scammer. This leads to profoundly disparate impacts: those that thought they were making a buck by investing with a cryptocurrency “guru” are better positioned than those who fell victim to a romance scam, scare-tactic/tech support scam, or other scam without a profit motive—i.e., those who had altruistic or protective intentions for these payments.8
Timing of the Deduction

Even if the loss is deductible, the timing of the deduction under current law can cause significant hardship. I.R.C. § 165(e) provides that “any loss arising from theft shall be treated as sustained during the taxable year in which the taxpayer discovers such loss.” Congress had a very good policy rationale when it enacted this subsection in the 1954 Revenue Act: a victim may not discover until years later that she was a theft victim. 9

For example, consider someone who falls victim to a scam, liquidates $500,000 in her IRA, and transfers those assets to a scammer in 2018. But she does not discover that the arrangement was a scam until late 2024. Generally, the statute of limitations on refunds for the 2018 tax year expires on April 15, 2024; if the theft loss arose in 2018, her refund claim would be time barred. 10

On the other hand, however, this timing rule, combined with the TCJA’s elimination of the ability to carry back Net Operating Losses (“NOLs”), has serious consequences on whether a deduction has any benefit for elderly taxpayers. 11 For example, suppose a victim withdraws $500,000 from her 401(k) in late 2021, transfers the funds to a scammer in early 2022, and does not realize that the arrangement is a scam until 2023. This creates the following consequences:

1. The taxpayer must include $500,000 in her gross income in 2021. For a single taxpayer claiming the standard deduction, this results in a tax of approximately $140,000;
2. If the taxpayer is under age 59 and ½ on the date of distribution, she must incur a 10% tax penalty on the distribution ($50,000), also in 2021; this results in a total federal tax due of $190,000.
3. She can first deduct the transfer to the scammer—if at all—in 2022. 12

Unless the taxpayer has very high income in 2022, she will be unable to utilize the full deduction in that year. Therefore, she would be eligible to claim a NOL carryover in future tax years. Meanwhile, however, she must deal with the $190,000 tax liability for 2021, which may or may not have been covered by appropriate tax withholdings. 13

However, for elderly taxpayers, this carryover benefit may prove illusory—particularly where elderly taxpayers have increasingly shifted their retirement savings from defined benefit

10 See Id.; I.R.C. § 6511.
11 Tax Cuts & Jobs Act, P.L. No. 115-97, § 13302(b) (2017). See also I.R.C. § 172. Note that Congress did not apply the NOL carryback elimination for insurance companies, which forwards a very similar rationale as exists for victims of theft losses, in that such companies pay out claims in subsequent tax years, but receive income (premiums) in earlier years. See TCJA § 13302(d). The CARES Act temporarily restored the ability to claim NOL carrybacks, but only for losses arising in 2018, 2019, and 2020.
12 One of my clients, fortunately, liquidated his IRA, transferred funds to the scammer, and realized it was a scam in the same taxable year. But this experience is not typical and can easily cross tax years if the scam begins late in the calendar year.
13 In my experience, scammers often convince taxpayers to have no withholding on such payments.
plans to defined contribution plans such as IRAs and 401(k)s. If a taxpayer liquidates their entire retirement savings in this manner, they are often left with no regular income stream aside from Social Security. If Social Security is a taxpayer’s sole source of income, there is often no gross income to offset in future tax years.

In summary then, this taxpayer must deal with a very large tax liability in 2021 and has no ability to apply the benefit of the deduction (if it is allowable at all) to that liability. Indeed, the deduction may have no benefit whatsoever for an elderly taxpayer, given that they likely now only have Social Security income. Ultimately, taxpayers may not even know that the tax impact, or a remedy for it, even exists.

**Legislative Solutions**

Congress could address these disparities by considering the following changes to current law:

1. Restore the ability to deduct theft losses under I.R.C. § 165(c)(3), without any limitation as to whether the loss occurred in a federally declared disaster area.

2. For scam theft losses in particular, (A) allow taxpayers to claim a loss in the same year as any associated income inclusion event and (B) extend the statutes of limitations under I.R.C. § 6501 and 6511 to allow for such claims.

3. Alternatively, allow NOL carrybacks for theft losses arising under I.R.C. § 165.

4. Create an exception to the 10% penalty on early distributions under I.R.C. § 72(t) for distributions from 401(k), IRA, or other tax deferred accounts that were obtained in furtherance of a scam.

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. Should you or the Committee have any questions, please feel free to contact me at pthomas@fbtlaw.com or (502) 779-8777.

Sincerely,

Patrick W. Thomas

---


15 See I.R.C. § 86(a) (generally excluding one-half of Social Security benefits from gross income). A taxpayer’s heightened standard deduction often removes any remaining gross income to or below $0.
February 15, 2024

Senator Bob Casey, Chairman
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
393 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Casey,

As a proud Penn State ('98 Business) graduate, it is a special opportunity for me to write you this letter about a topic I have become incredibly passionate about.

According to the 2022 FBI Elder Fraud Report, 88,262 victims in the U.S. over the age of 60 reported they were victims of fraud totaling $3.1 Billion in reported losses. For 2022, the FTC’s report “Protecting Older Consumers 2022-2023” concluded that 385,590 victims aged 60 and over reported $1.6 Billion in losses. These data sets represent a tremendous effort by these agencies to account for the “tsunami of elder fraud” that we are faced with every day. However, the data on REPORTED losses is a woeful underrepresentation of the true impact. These estimates do not account for reports made to local law enforcement, local and state Adult Protective Services agencies, and do not account for the overwhelming number of elder fraud victims that do not report their cases at all due to fear, shame, and embarrassment.

The 2022 FTC Report attempts to estimate the ACTUAL losses due to elder fraud for the first time by a Federal Agency involved in this issue and suggests that the real impact of elder fraud to American seniors is $137.4 Billion in losses – all but a fraction of which will never be recovered or returned to our victims. There are 100,000’s of reports of elder fraud made each year and less than 1/10th of 1 % of these cases are investigated by any local, state, or federal law enforcement agency. For the countless victims who do have the courage to report their cases they will be told the regrettable answer, “I’m sorry there’s nothing that can be done.”

My name is Scott Pirrello and I am the Head of Elder Abuse Prosecutions for the San Diego District Attorney’s Office. I have been an elder abuse prosecutor for over ten years and am Co-Chair of the California District Attorney’s Association’s Elder Abuse Committee. Since 2019, I have been working on the development of a groundbreaking task force that targets Elder Scams specifically. At its inception, we decided that as Americans that we had to have a better answer for these victims and that we must be bold to set out and determine what COULD be done instead of the status quo at the time which was an apparent surrender. I am now proud to work alongside members of law enforcement, social workers, and prosecutors who are now counted among the top experts in elder fraud in the country, one of whom testified before your Committee in September 2022.
In 2021, under the leadership of San Diego County’s elected District Attorney, Summer Stephan, our office worked with the San Diego FBI to launch a first of its kind Elder Justice Task Force to combat the elder fraud impacting our county. While it was previously thought that all the fraudsters were overseas and out of the reach of law enforcement, we have since learned that the scammers abroad depend on very organized networks of money launderers operating here within the United States and there are thousands of criminals within these networks to be investigated and prosecuted so long as resources are made available.

The San Diego FBI Elder Justice Task Force (EJTF) brought together partners including the San Diego County District Attorney’s Office, the FBI, Adult Protective Services, the U.S. Department of Justice & our local U.S. Attorney’s Office, local law enforcement agencies, and the San Diego Law Enforcement Coordination Fusion Center (“LECC”) to work together to connect the dots and turn investigations from local fraud victims into large scale federal investigations and prosecutions. The EJTF is now committed to 1) investigating criminal organizations committing fraud within the United States and holding those perpetrators accountable; 2) working to recover and return funds lost by elder victims wherever possible; 3) tracking data on the amount of fraud impacting the County of San Diego; and 4) educating the community and all our stakeholders about the greatest current threats to prevent the next fraud.

Our EJTF is the only initiative in the nation that is seeing elder scams in real time because we are tracking each and every report of fraud in our county. This constant review of the hundreds of scams “hot off the presses” enables us to be in a leadership position when it comes to identifying new scams and trends and understanding how these transnational criminal organizations are operating against us.

What has been shocking to observe over the last five years is the ability of the scammers to pivot and evolve. They are constantly improving their tactics against us and becoming more effective as time goes in obtaining significantly more funds from each victim. In prior years scammers focused on draining checking and saving bank accounts of our victims. It was common to see victims losing $8,000, $30,000, or $75,000 in this manner as victims were convinced to empty their accounts to send cash, wire funds, or purchase gift cards to send to the scammers.

In the last two years however, we have seen a shocking increase in the number of victims losing their entire life savings and retirement accounts. The scammers are fleecing our victims of their liquid banking assets initially but then pivoting towards victim’s investment accounts being held by institutional financial advisors. Looking back to the 2022 data from the FBI and FTC through the lens of our San Diego task force offers a devastating reality. Our data capturing all the reported losses in San Diego reveals that loss amounts for San Diego County have DOUBLED from 2022 to 2023-year end numbers rising from $49 million to a jaw-dropping $96.7 million dollars for 2023. (San Diego County has a population of 3.2 million and is roughly the size of Connecticut). Based on the percentage increases in losses the past several years reported by IC3/FBI and FTC, we expect this trend to absolutely follow when the 2023 publications are released later this year.
The scammers routinely convince our elder victims that they have been “hacked” through their computers and devices and since they’ve been hacked that their financial accounts are all at risk and that they need to transfer all their assets into “safe accounts.” Victims first believe they are talking to Microsoft, Paypal or Facebook tech support but then the first scammer introduces a second scammer who supposedly works for their bank security division or the US Treasury Dept. Victims are told that their longtime trusted financial advisors and/or local bankers are under investigation and in on the hack somehow and cannot be trusted, so victims are taught how to lie to convince their financial institutions to release their long-held funds.

The result of this is that victims are now routinely liquidating investment, 401K, and other retirement accounts to pay the scammers and unknowingly generate a significant amount of INCOME for the assets sold out of these retirement accounts.

Imagine a typical victim – suppose an 80-year-old widow that lost her husband within the past year that has been fleeced of her entire life savings of over a million dollars early in the year. They are ruined both financially and emotionally. They are traumatized and bewildered. They have gone to their local police station, they have contacted the FBI, they have reported to the FTC, and their state’s consumer protection bureaus. The victim is under the false belief that the cavalry is somehow coming to help them. They believe that their cases have been “reported” and that someone is working on finding the bad guys and returning their money. A sad part of my day-to-day job is talking to these victims routinely and giving them the bad news that nobody is actually working on their cases.

As the months go by, they go towards their families trying to figure out if they can afford to stay in their current house, if they need to give up their independence, how they are going to go on without the nest egg they and their spouse had built up their entire lifetime. After a few months most have accepted that their bank and financial institutions will not help them because they are told they withdrew all their funds of their own volition. These victims often need trauma counselling by this point.

As their traumatic year comes to an end, imagine the gut punch this grandmother feels when she receives her 1099 from her financial services company. The 1099 reveals that she has significant realized income due to the liquidation of her accounts. This victim now gets a bill from the IRS for $300,000 in income taxes even though she has been wiped out and has nothing left.

The victim goes to the IRS’ website and unfortunately there are zero resources posted for scam victims. The victim’s next move is often to look up a tax services agencies or law firms that advertise their services to help victims like this and of course need to bill the victim an additional $10,000 – $30,000 to contest the IRS bill.

For the elder victim in these cases, this all feels like scams layered upon scams. Trauma upon trauma. In this great country of ours, we must be able to do more to help these victims. Providing a tax deduction for personal casualty losses including a theft loss deduction from elder scams would be a very small relief to the untold thousands of victims that endure this type of loss and making it retroactive would no doubt help the throngs of victims in recent years who have experienced a similar fate.
This relief could be one step in the right direction in a whole-of-nation approach to stopping this epidemic of elder fraud. We are happy to assist in any way further to explain how this issue is impacting our senior victims and we also welcome the opportunity to discuss further ways that we can help bring this scourge of elder fraud to an end.

We support any defensive remedy like this to help provide support and solutions to help our victims after they have already lost everything. We are of course also forward-looking and passionate about playing offense to take action to actually stop these scams from happening in the first place.

Our office and our partners on the San Diego Elder Justice Task Force have identified the road map to bringing these elder scams to an end and we are happy to share our ideas with the Committee and be of service in any way possible.

Sincerely,

Scott Pirrello
Deputy District Attorney
Head of Elder Abuse Prosecutions
San Diego District Attorney’s Office
Scott.Pirrello@sdcda.org
619-515-8816
March 4, 2024

Chairman Bob Casey
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
G-16 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20516

Re: The Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017 and the Impact of Theft Loss Deduction Limitations on Older Americans

Dear Senator Casey,

Thank you for your interest in the impact of theft loss limitations on American taxpayers. This issue impacts many taxpayers but carries a special burden on older Americans. At Baker Tilly US LLP, which is a top ten public accounting firm, I see the severe impact of the theft loss limitations several times a week. The most troubling part of the theft loss limitation is that for victims of theft it leaves them feeling as if they have been victimized twice: once by the criminals; and then by the United States government which made them pay tax on the stolen income and now will not let them deduct their losses. Prior to the enactment of theft loss limitations there was a deduction available that would have offset much of the tax on the stolen income, rendering the tax consequences of suffering a theft loss less offensive to anyone’s sense of fairness.

The views expressed here are not the official position of Baker Tilly but rather my own personal views based upon my experiences in this area. Furthermore, I have not been retained by any client to draft this letter and have not received any compensation.

Scope of the Problem

From my experience, the impact of the theft loss limitation is widespread. There is a proliferation of sophisticated scam artists that operate through digital platforms including dating apps, Facebook and other social medial, as well as more obscure channels such as game applications with chat functions. The opportunities are anywhere there is human-to-human interaction without having to meet in person or firmly establish an identity. While anyone can fall victim to these scams, the criminals behind them most often target older Americans because they know that they are more socially isolated and have greater savings to steal.

These scams are varied in their initial contact. The initial inducement by the scammers to send them money can be driven by greed, fear, or the desire for companionship. Despite these differences the scams have one crucial similarity. They focus on keeping the victim isolated from the other people in their lives because the scam artists know that if the facts surrounding payments were known, the scam artists’ spell would be broken, and the victims would stop sending money.

The need to isolate the victim leaves many older Americans in danger. Not only are older Americans targeted by scammers but once they have fallen for the scam, they are more likely to remain victims for longer and transfer a greater portion of their wealth. Once the loss is realized, older Americans have far less earning potential to recoup the loss, or more importantly for this letter, pay the potential tax due on the funds that were withdrawn from a 401k account or proceeds from the sale of a property or other asset.
It is my belief that the magnitude of the problem is far greater than most Americans realize. Suffering a theft loss is a demoralizing event. Victims are embarrassed to talk about it. The facts are only disclosed to trusted confidants such as spouses, religious leaders, and financial professionals such as accountants and lawyers.

**Tax Impacts of Theft Losses**

While tax may not be the first issue on victims’ minds when the loss is discovered, tax plays a significant role in the financial impact of the loss. To highlight this impact, take a simple hypothetical with a retired taxpayer with the bulk of her retirement in a 401k account. As a pre-tax account (meaning the income used to fund the 401k was not taxed and will be taxed upon withdrawal) any distributions are subject to income tax.

**Example 1**

Taxpayer A withdraws $500,000 from her 401k account. This income is taxable. The full $500,000 is transferred to a scam artist. There is no deduction available to the taxpayer. In this hypothetical the taxpayer would owe approximately $140,000 in tax on the 401k account withdrawal.

**Example 2**

Taxpayer B withdraws $500,000 from her 401k account. This income is taxable. Again the amount is transferred to a scam artist. However in this case, there exists a theft loss deduction. This deduction can offset the income from the 401k account withdrawal. The taxpayer is economically poorer, but the pain and anger created by paying the government a tax on stolen assets is substantially removed.

These two examples highlight one of the additional hurdles the tax code imposes for scam victims without a theft loss deduction. Our income tax system is designed to match tax to cash. The tax on capital gains generally requires a realization event to provide taxpayers cash to pay the tax. Income taxes on wages have a robust withholding regime to make sure the cash is available to pay the tax. Victims of scams generally do not have any cash to pay the tax.

The victim who withdrew $500,000 from her 401k and sent it to a scam artist does not have the money any longer. A tax bill of $140,000 requires the victim to withdraw more assets to pay the tax. A second layer of tax will have to be paid on those withdrawals. The $500,000 scam artist loss can become a $700,000 loss once the tax liability is satisfied.

For seniors without future earning capacity, these losses are frequently paid for by cuts in their standard of living. For a middle-class retiree even a modest $20,000 loss from a 401k account, plus the tax bill from the distribution, can imperil many of the anticipated joys of retirement.

This mismatch of cash to tax, and the hypothetical $140,000 tax bill, leads many victims to feel as if the United States is victimizing them again. From my experience it is very difficult to separate the two events, i.e., the theft and the tax, because in the minds of the victims it is one long event. Filing the return, and the series of notices that may follow if the tax cannot be paid, are all reminders that the government demanded tax on top of what was lost with the scammers. The victims think about what their retirement could have been if the government had not piled-on with the scammers; how the victims were going to use the money to travel, spend time with family, or in some cases to buy medication.

From an agency perspective it puts the IRS in a no-win situation because it cannot ignore the law based on equitable concerns, rather it must collect the tax due. A taxable retirement distribution does not cease to generate a tax liability because a scammer took the money. There are programs that allow for taxpayers to pay less than the full amount owed if payment would cause economic hardship, but these programs have stringent requirements. Using the same example above, if the $140,000 tax was not paid because the withdrawal was all the taxpayer’s liquid assets, but she had $400,000 of equity in a house, the IRS would not forgive the debt because the taxpayer has more than $140,000 in assets.
Equitable Considerations

The tax law on theft losses is inequitable. Individual theft losses are limited, but business losses or theft losses in the conduct of a for-profit activity are not. What differentiates the two is a matter of facts and circumstances. Put in more plain language it is a complex area of the tax law where professional advice can make a difference between a loss being deductible or not.

I am frequently retained by clients who wish to know what the legal requirements are to report a theft loss. I help them navigate when there is a profit motive, and when the transaction becomes a closed and completed transaction. I review the messages sent by the scam artists, evaluate what the promises were, and make determinations about the adequacy of their efforts to recover the money that was sent to the criminals. This work is time consuming and requires specialized knowledge. As a result, the legal fees can be expensive.

While it makes sense to do this for a high six-figure loss, it does not make economic sense to do this for a $50,000 or even a $100,000 loss given the deduction must be multiplied by the marginal tax rate. Engaging a tax attorney also requires that the taxpayer who suffered the loss knows a tax attorney or a sophisticated CPA, which many Americans, especially those in rural areas, may lack access to.

The complexity of the tax code creates a two-tier system. Those with larger losses can sometimes take the theft loss deduction while taxpayers with the same circumstances but smaller losses cannot. Restoring the theft loss deduction for all losses, not just for theft losses incurred when the taxpayer can show a for-profit motive would reduce these inequities.

Conclusion

While tax law has a reputation for being complex, it follows several guiding principles that are generally considered fair and equitable. One of these principles is matching tax to cash. While it may appear that victims of criminal scam artists have a cash realization event, in reality the money has disappeared. The victims are economically poorer but lack a deduction to match that economic reality. This creates a feeling that the government is penalizing them a second time for the actions of a criminal. For elderly Americans, the prime targets for these scam artists, this feeling is particularly acute. They know that paying the tax, on top of what they have already lost, is going to further reduce their ability to support themselves during their old age, and negatively impact their quality of life.

If I can be of any further assistance or elaborate further please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

James Creech
March 14, 2024

Senator Bob Casey
393 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: The Need to Address Income Tax Problems for Scam Victims

Leslie Book is a Professor of Law at the Villanova University Charles Widger School of Law and Senior Fellow at the Center for Taxpayer Rights. I am formerly the Director of the Villanova Law School Federal Tax Clinic and the current Vice-Chair of the Individual and Family Taxation Committee of the Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association.

Christine Speidel is an Associate Professor of Law at the Villanova University Charles Widger School of Law and the Director of the Villanova Federal Tax Clinic. I am a former Chair of the Pro Bono and Tax Clinics Committee of the Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association.

We are familiar with the growing problem of online scams. The FTC, for example, has provided significant information that discusses the various types of so-called imposter scams.1 As of October 2023, the FTC estimates that consumers report losing approximately $2.7 billion to online scams since 2021.2

Through our work in the tax community, we have become increasingly aware of how the federal income tax consequences can compound the problems that scam victims face.3 That is primarily due to two reasons: first, people will often liquidate assets (such as assets held in brokerage accounts) and use the cash proceeds to pay the perpetrators of the scam. That liquidation is a realization event for income tax purposes, and if the assets are sold for an amount higher than their cost, the difference is generally gross income subject to tax.4 Second, it is

1 See How to Avoid Imposter Scams, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION CONSUMER ADVICE, https://consumer.ftc.gov/features/how-avoid-imposter-scams
3 The media has also noted the tax consequences that victims face as a result of the scams. See Michael Laris, A Former White House Scientist Was Scammed Out of $655,000. Then Came the IRS., THE WASHINGTON POST (Dec. 14, 2023, 6:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2023/12/14/cyber-crime-scams-irs-taxes/
4 In addition, it is possible that a victim faces an additional 10 percent early withdrawal penalty if an individual withdraws from an IRA or retirement plan before reaching age 59½. See, e.g., IRC § 72(t)(1). See also Retirement
possible that the victims are not able to take a tax deduction for any of the losses associated with the scam.

The possible inability for individuals to deduct losses from scams is primarily attributable to changes made in 2017 legislation that is known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA).\(^5\) Prior to the TCJA, households who itemized their deductions could deduct their unreimbursed net personal losses that “arise from fire, storm, shipwreck, or other casualty, or from theft” (referred to often simply as “theft or casualty” losses).\(^6\) Individuals whose theft or casualty loss deductions exceeded their taxable income were entitled to carry forward the deduction to subsequent tax years, with theft losses deductible in the first instance in the year that the theft is discovered.\(^7\)

Pursuant to the TCJA, for the years 2018 to 2025, individuals are only entitled to deduct theft or casualty losses that are attributable to federally declared disaster areas.\(^8\)

The effect of the TCJA change limiting the deduction of theft and casualty losses to federally declared disaster areas can be catastrophic for victims of imposter scams. In addition to the financial and emotional costs associated with the scam, victims may be facing an income tax liability associated with the liquidation and no ability to offset any of the financial losses (let alone tax gain) with a tax deduction.

This letter only briefly summarizes the federal income tax consequences. In a limited number of cases, it is possible for a victim to argue that the imposter scam was related to a profit-seeking activity. That distinction is important because the TCJA did not limit the ability for individuals to take deductions associated with profit-seeking activities, including losses relating to theft.\(^9\) Some types of imposter scams, such as scams that promise a return on an investment, seem more connected to profit seeking than other types. Other types of scams, such as romance scams or scams relating to supposed threats to family, seem less related and would likely not support such a deduction. Unfortunately, there is no formal guidance from the IRS concerning the possibility of taking profit related theft losses associated with imposter scams.\(^10\)

While the federal income tax system cannot mitigate all the harm associated with these scams, Congress should, at a minimum, restore the ability for individuals to deduct their unreimbursed net personal losses associated with
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\(^5\) P.L. 115-97.

\(^6\) IRC § 165(c)(3). Under law prior to the TCJA, the deduction for personal casualty taxpayers could only deduct such losses to the extent that each loss exceeded $100, and their total loss exceeded 10% of the taxpayer’s adjusted gross income. IRC §§165(h)(1) and (2). See also IRS Publication 547, Casualties, Disasters, and Thefts: For use in preparing 2017 Returns [Mar. 5, 2018], available at https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-prior/p547--2017.pdf.

\(^7\) IRC § 172(d)(4) (treating personal theft or casualty losses as net operating losses subject to carryforward); IRC § 165(e) (treating a theft loss as sustained in the year that the taxpayer discovers the loss).

\(^8\) IRC § 165(h)(5). See also Topic no. 515, Casualty, Disaster, and Theft Losses, IRS, https://www.irs.gov/taxtopics/tc515.

\(^9\) IRC §§ 165(c)(2) & (3); see also John H. Skarbnik, Casualty Losses and Expenditures Under Sec. 162 or 165, THE TAX ADVISER (May 1, 2018), https://www.thetaxadviser.com/issues/2018/may/casualty-losses-expenditures-sec-162-165.html (stating that losses from casualty or theft of business or investment property is a deduction under 165(c)(2)).

\(^10\) In addition, however, it is possible that the IRS might argue that public policy concerns would bar any such deduction. See Edward J. Schnee & W. Eugene Seago, Violation of Public Policy and the Denial of Deductions, THE TAX ADVISER (May 1, 2011), https://www.thetaxadviser.com/issues/2011/may/may2011-schnee.html; see also Mazzei v Commissioner, 61 T.C. 497 (1974) (applying public policy doctrine in counterfeiting scheme case and denying theft loss deduction for taxpayer’s stolen funds).
theft or casualty. That legislation should be retroactive to 2018\textsuperscript{11} (the year the TCJA went into effect) and be part of a broader combined federal, state and local effort to inform the public about the dangers and full costs of these scams.

We would be happy to discuss these issues further if that would be of assistance.

Sincerely,

Leslie Book

Christine Speidel

\textsuperscript{11} The collection period for federal taxes is generally ten years from the date of assessment. IRC § 6502(a). Given the high dollar amounts involved in some of the cases, for example where hundreds of thousands of dollars in retirement savings were liquidated, there are likely scam victims who still owe a federal tax bill from 2018-2023 which they are unable to pay. The earliest date a 2018 tax bill could fall outside of the collection period would be April 15, 2029. Legislation could allow these individuals to reduce or eliminate their liability by claiming a theft loss deduction on an amended tax return. A separate question for policymakers is whether to provide a special window for impacted taxpayers to claim refunds. \textit{See, e.g.,} Combat-Injured Veterans Tax Fairness Act of 2016, Pub. L. 114-292 § 3.
March 15, 2024

Chairman Robert P. Casey, Jr.
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
G16 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Personal Theft Losses

Dear Senator Casey:

My name is Charlene Luke, and I am a law professor at the University of Florida Levin College of Law. I am writing in my individual capacity and do not speak on behalf of the University of Florida or its law school. I have been teaching about the tax consequences to individuals of theft loss for over 20 years. Two classes I regularly teach cover the tax treatment of the theft losses experienced by individuals; those are J.D. Income Tax and LL.M. Taxation of Property Transactions. I have written two articles about the closely related issue of casualty losses for individuals, and I have joined as a co-author on a forthcoming textbook that includes materials on both theft and casualty losses for individuals.

If an individual experiences a theft in the context of a business or an investment and does not obtain a recovery, whether through insurance or some other avenue, then a theft loss deduction is available. Until the 2017 tax legislation, individuals were also able to take as an itemized deduction a portion of their unrecovered theft losses related to their personal-use property. The elimination of the ability of individuals to take any personal theft loss deductions arguably conflicts with fundamental income tax principles.

Under the classic, normative definition of income, income means net increases to wealth plus personal consumption. In many ways, the U.S. income tax system follows this definition because individuals are taxed on their realized increases in wealth over which they have ownership, and individuals are allowed to reduce income for expenses spent on or losses experienced in directly creating wealth increases—for example, business and investment expenses and losses are generally deductible. Costs spent on personal expenses and losses involving personal-use assets are instead generally nondeductible; disallowing deductions relating to personal-use assets and expenses is equivalent to including personal consumption as a component of income.

When, however, individuals are constrained by external events to make financial payments or external events cause individuals to experience losses, then such payments and losses no longer stem wholly from personal consumption choices. If such payments or losses are not recoverable, whether through insurance or otherwise, disallowance of a deduction for those payments and losses is no longer required by the normative definition of income. Fairness considerations, especially an individual’s ability to pay, further support deductibility. The classic tax policy article making these points is “Personal Deductions in an Ideal Income Tax,” 86 Harvard Law Review 309 (1972), by William D. Andrews. Congress has long recognized that unreimbursed medical care expenses, for example, represent a situation where expenses are not a...
matter of simple personal consumption choice, and the itemized deduction for medical care expenses remains in place, along with other forms of tax system relief.

In the case of theft losses (as well as casualty losses), there is arguably even less personal consumption choice than in the medical care expense area. When personal assets are stolen and recovery is not available, that loss represents a real and permanent diminishment to an individual’s wealth that is not due to personal consumption and for which the income tax system should provide assistance. As noted above, currently, if the unreimbursed theft loss occurs in a business or in an investment transaction, the loss is deductible, but for many thefts experienced by individuals, neither a business nor investment theft loss deduction will be available. For example, if an individual withdraws funds from a retirement or savings account and sends them to someone engaging in a criminal scam, unless the scam consists of a sham investment scheme (e.g., a Ponzi scheme), the theft will be treated as a personal loss and will not be deductible under current law. This recently occurred in a Florida case (Gomas v. United States, case no. 8:22-cv-1271-TPB-TGW) in which the taxpayer withdrew retirement funds and sent them to an individual who falsely claimed the payments were necessary to keep the taxpayer from being arrested for a series of made-up transactions relating to a closed business of the taxpayer. There was no question that a criminal theft had taken place, but because of the change to the theft loss deduction, the taxpayer was left without help from the tax system.

The change in 2017 to the theft loss deduction is a potential problem for anyone who is the victim of a personal theft crime, and older adults represent a population that may be particularly vulnerable to financial theft. Older adults will have retirement accounts that are a tempting target for thieves, who often operate using sophisticated methods that rely on newer technology. Access to AI will only exacerbate these problems. Once money is stolen, the difficulty in tracing the path of the funds and of the criminal behind the theft will often make return of the stolen property unlikely, and the insurance market for personal theft losses relating to cybercrime is still in its early stages. With the change to the theft loss deduction, the tax system no longer operates as an insurer—albeit a partial one—of last resort for those unable to obtain a recovery of the funds or those who are not covered by insurance.

My sense of how frequently the issue arises stems not from my personal legal practice but instead from reading media accounts and court decisions about the issue. My sense from these public sources is that the problem of theft for older adults is of significant concern.

Sincerely,

Charlene D. Luke
Hubert C. Hurst Eminent Scholar Chair & Professor of Law
Associate Dean for Institutional Affairs
University of Florida Levin College of Law

lukec@law.ufl.edu; (352) 273-0658
Dear Senator Casey,

Thank you for your request regarding the destructive impact that Internal Revenue Code section 165(h)(5) has had on our clients who are victims of financial crimes. The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (“2017 Tax Act”) removed the theft loss deduction that had been available to victims of financial crimes, and the results have been devastating for folks like our low-income, elderly clients.

I. LEGAL ACTION OF WISCONSIN & OUR WORK WITH ELDERLY VICTIMS OF CRIME

Legal Action of Wisconsin (LAW) is the state’s largest non-profit law firm, providing free, high-quality legal services to individuals and families with low incomes. Part of our work involves helping low-income individuals resolve consumer debts, including tax related consequences. We primarily represent low-income elderly victims of crime through our Elder Rights Project (ERP) and our Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic (LITC).

Our Elder Rights Project, funded by federal VOCA funds, includes a unit of attorneys specializing in providing civil legal aid to elderly victims of crime, including financial theft and abuse. In cases where the perpetrator can be identified as a person or business residing in the United States, ERP attorneys have been able to obtain civil judgments and settlements. In some cases, this work has resulted in perpetrators being subject to criminal prosecution. Our LITC is the only of its kind in Wisconsin. The LITC does not help individuals file their taxes; rather, LITC specializes in representing low-income taxpayers in controversies with federal and state tax authorities.

II. BY REMOVING THE THEFT LOSS DEDUCTION PROVISION IN 165(H)(5), CONGRESS HAS MADE IT HARDER FOR OLDER ADULTS TO RECOVER FROM FINANCIAL VICTIMIZATION

Legal Action is prohibited from lobbying (due to restrictions associated with Congressional funding we receive through the Legal Services Corporation) and cannot express an opinion on what Congress should do. Undoubtedly, Congress has made it significantly harder for older adults to recover from financial victimization, directly because Congress removed the theft loss deduction provision in 165(h)(5) when it passed the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. The purpose of tax deductions is to get as close as possible to an accurate reflection of an individual’s actual net income; a deduction is not a benefit. Prior to the 2017 Tax Act, when an individual withdrew money from a pre-tax account that was then stolen, that individual would still include the full withdrawal as part of their income, and then deduct from their income the amount that was stolen. This deduction allowed for a truer reflection of the individual’s financial
predicament. Removing the theft loss deduction is antithetical to the purpose of income tax, which is supposed to be based on an individual’s ability to pay.

Many older individuals suffer from a theft or financial loss of some kind each year, and the removal of the theft loss deduction has compounded the devastation older people suffer in the aftermath of being scammed or exploited. Every year, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”), through the Consumer Sentinel Network releases a report that illustrates the different complaints made to governmental and regulatory entities in the previous year. For 2023, the Consumer Sentinel Network reported that there were 392,392 fraud reports from people aged 60 or older—comprising 35% of all the reported frauds—totaling a loss of $1.924 billion.1 Although the report found that younger people, in the age range of 20-29, had reported losing money to fraud more often than older people, the older age group had a significantly higher median loss.

Commonly referred to as “scams,” fraudulent thefts are characterized by fraudulent representations, typically made over the phone or internet, inducing victims to send funds voluntarily. Typically, scams are conducted by criminal enterprises, often operating beyond the reach of U.S. law enforcement. Leveraging technology and criminal networks, scammers pose as individuals, businesses, and government agents. They create an alternate reality for their victims, promising romance, prizes, friendship, and opportunity, or threatening their personal or financial security. Scammers often induce taxpayers to take distributions from IRAs or other tax-preferred accounts and then instruct individuals to send those funds to the scammer through a variety of means.

In fact, the aging population is a prime target for elder abuse—not just from scammers, but from known individuals, such as family members, friends or other fiduciaries. According to a 2023 report by AARP, approximately 72% of all victimization occurs at the hands of someone the elderly individual knows.2 This financial exploitation accounts for about $28.3 billion in theft from the elderly each year. These known-individual perpetrators will often gain access to the elder’s finances by creating joint accounts or utilizing Power of Attorney documents. Once this access is obtained, the exploitation may not be immediately recognized until, for example, an elder receives an unexpected tax bill indicating that they owe taxes on distributions from an IRA.

Unfortunately, Congress has removed the ability to deduct the scammed or stolen amounts as a theft loss to income. Because those distributions have been purposefully made—regardless of whether the individual was lied to, scammed, or conned into moving retirement funds to an account that would be immediately stolen—the IRS generally determines these distributions to be taxable. Therefore, unfortunately, since the 2017 Tax Act eliminated the deduction for personal theft and other casualty losses, victims are no longer entitled to comprehensive protection or relief from tax costs associated with the transactions involved in certain financial scams. In eliminating the deduction for personal theft and other casualty losses for the 2017-2025 tax years, the 2017 Tax Act has imposed enormous financial and other burdens upon victims, compounding the harm caused by the initial crime.

There are several steps Congress could take to restore fairness to our clients and other crime victims, such as striking the rule and instructing the Treasury Department to take steps to mitigate its harmful effects. For those victims (including some of our clients) who already paid a portion of the tax, repealing the rule would permit refunds for liabilities already paid for tax years within the statute of limitations for claiming
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a refund, which is, generally, three years from the date the return was due. Congress could also instruct the Treasury Department to review returns and conduct outreach as necessary to cause most taxpayers who were negatively affected by section 165(h)(5) to benefit from its removal.

Alternatively Congress could recommend that the Treasury Department consider Offers in Compromise for debts resulting from third party criminal acts to be eligible for public policy and equity reasons. This would mitigate the damage of section 165(h)(5) for some of those most negatively-affected, though it would not relieve taxpayers or the IRS from the administrative burdens associated with Offers in Compromise, nor would this achieve the most equitable result.

III. HOW THE CHANGE TO THE DEDUCTION IS A PROBLEM FOR OLDER ADULTS

In general, an older adult’s options for recourse when they are frauded out of their retirement savings is extremely limited, and the state and federal income tax on scam/fraud-related withdrawals since the 2017 Tax Act is significant. Our clients have lost anywhere from $30,000 to $1.8 million, with an average loss of close to $600,000. Their federal tax liabilities range from $6,000 to $420,000, and about $110,000 average—no matter that the money withdrawn was then stolen. In each case, our clients lost nearly all their life savings to the scam, with no meaningful opportunity to recoup the lost funds.

Moreover, these individuals are at risk of losing their homes in order to pay the taxes. The IRS routinely places liens on personal residences to collect large unpaid liabilities; even if the IRS does not foreclose on the home (which they can), the lien prevents the individual from selling or having access to their home equity and leaves them under persistent threat of foreclosure. For many older individuals, their home is their most important—and often only—asset. Before falling victim to a scam, they may have been planning to pass their home down to their children as a primary source of inheritance. Collection can be even more devastating for victims who have savings remaining after the theft, because the IRS can quickly seize funds in a bank account by levy. For older individuals lacking the ability to restore their savings through work, the result will frequently be economic devastation, and they wind up with only Social Security to cover their expenses in old age.

The 2017 Tax Act’s changes also extend to eligibility for public benefits. Many benefit programs rely on the previous year’s federal tax return to determine financial eligibility, including, for example, eligibility for Medicare/Medicaid, subsidized housing, and SNAP benefits. Because the tax return of an individual scammed out of retirement funds will reflect an inflated AGI (erroneously reflecting the withdrawal that has been stolen as part of an individual’s income), the changes to section 165(h)(5) can have devastating consequences for people who need—and truly are qualified for—these programs. For example, Medicare Part B premiums are based on the modified gross income reported on an individual’s federal tax return from the previous year. Most recipients pay the minimum premium (currently $174.70 per month). But, those with higher incomes must pay a higher premium, known as the Income-Related Monthly Adjustment Amounts (IRMAA) ranging from an additional $69.90 to $419.30 per month. Individuals receive notification early in the year that they are being assessed the IRMAA, even though the additional “income” is not actually available to someone who has been scammed out of their retirement funds. The victim must then petition to the Social Security Administration to overturn the assessment, but may have to pay the elevated premium while they await a decision. Thankfully, at Legal Action we have not yet come across a victim whose appeal of the IRMAA was denied by Social Security. But it is an additional,
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3 See Part IV.
4 If the client has been a victim of a scam, generally, there is little hope that funds lost via scam will be recovered. When these cases are accepted for representation by the Elder Rights Project, assistance is usually limited to helping the client file reports with local and federal law enforcement and making appropriate referrals. Very rarely do these referrals result in any sort of recovery for the victims. Additionally, the Elder Rights Project assists these victims with tangential legal issues that arise from the underlying victimization, including scams.
burdensome hurdle that victims must endure. Undoubtedly, there are elderly individuals who do not appeal the assessment and struggle instead to figure out how to pay the higher premium until their next assessment the following year. Like the money they were frauded out of, the unjustly higher premiums they paid are funds they will never get back.

IV. WAYS LEGAL ACTION HAS SEEN THE DEDUCTION’S ELIMINATION AFFECT PEOPLE

At Legal Action, we explore every avenue possible to help people suffering through the consequences of having been scammed by a stranger or frauded by a loved one. We advise victims on appealing IRMMA decisions, as discussed above, and we help clients file reports with local and federal law enforcement and making appropriate referrals. Due to the changes in the 2017 Tax Act, however, we must advise clients that they are required to state their stolen withdrawals from pre-tax accounts as income on their taxes and that they cannot deduct the theft loss from their income. For taxpayers who cannot pay a tax that is due, the IRS does offer several alternatives to collection, but eligibility for these programs is generally limited to those who lack the ability to pay. Taxpayers whose assets can be used to satisfy their liability in whole or in part are considered “collectible” and must demonstrate special circumstances for the IRS to refrain from seizing their income and assets.

The process for settling an undisputed IRS liability is called an “Offer In Compromise” (“OIC”). There are three grounds upon which the IRS will consider an OIC: inability to pay, doubt as to liability, and circumstances warranting special treatment for public policy and equity reasons. Because Congress clearly intended to eliminate the theft loss deduction, these applications for relief must be grounded upon an inability to pay or considerations of public policy and equity.

OIC applications do not represent a panacea—in fact, of the five OIC applications Legal Action has submitted on behalf of clients, all but one were initially rejected. Moreover, Legal Action’s understanding from conversations with IRS agents is that a financial crime resulting in tax liability does not qualify an OIC for acceptance based on policy and equity—we have requested an IRS analysis of this issue, but they have thus far declined to provide it. Therefore, our only grounds for OIC is inability to pay, which is a very high bar. To meet that standard, the IRS requires an individual to demonstrate that they will not be able to meet their basic living expenses if the IRS were to proceed with collection. OIC applications require taxpayers to fully disclose all assets, income and expenses, verified by supporting documentation. They are evaluated by agents in the IRS’s OIC Unit. If accepted, the taxpayer must pay the settlement amount and timely file and pay their taxes for five years to avoid reinstatement of the full liability. A taxpayer can appeal a rejected application to the OIC Appeals Unit.

While we do not know the IRS’s reason for refusing to consider OICs on public policy and equity grounds, it is likely related to Congress’s express intent to eliminate the deduction for theft loss by doing so when it passed the 2017 Tax Act. In our appeals, we have reminded the IRS that the Internal Revenue Manual refers to circumstances where another party’s criminal act created the tax liability as giving rise to consideration for settlement based on public policy and equity, the IRS cannot take actions that defy congressional intent. Meanwhile, older folks continue to face dire consequences.

Case Example: Bob and Mary, whose OIC appeal is currently under consideration, are a married couple in their 80s, living in a small town in rural Wisconsin. One day, Bob received several calls announcing he’d won $1 million and a new car. The scammers told Bob he needed to make several payments to receive the award, which he did, but he realized he’d been scammed when the prize never arrived. Bob reported it to the police, but then he began receiving urgent calls purportedly from bank
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5 One application was rejected because a prior year return was missing a signature. The remaining three we appealed. Of those, one was denied, one was accepted, and one remains under consideration.
officials, law enforcement and federal agencies. Using his personal information, they said his accounts were compromised and he was under criminal investigation. To secure his accounts, he needed to transfer the funds, which he did, not knowing the scammers could access the new accounts, which they drained. Out of fear and embarrassment, he did not tell his wife or other family members about these events until all the savings were gone – over $1.1 million, accumulated over a lifetime of work and thrift. All that remained was his social security and small pension, and their house. Months later, Bob and Mary received tax bills from the IRS and Wisconsin Department of Revenue (DOR). For the IRA withdrawals, he owed $112,000 to the IRS and close to $20,000 to DOR. With our help, they settled the debt with DOR for just $100. But the IRS did not accept their offer. Instead, they want this elderly couple to sell their house, as it is worth about $250,000 – enough to pay the tax in full.

**Case Example:** Scammers found Jennette’s profile on a dating website and, using a fake profile, feigned romantic interest. After many conversations and pictures exchanged over several weeks, the scammers began asking Jennette for short-term loans to assist with urgent operations that her supposed romantic interest was conducting, under dire circumstances, related to what she believed to be an oil exploration company. These loans, which seemed professional enough to her eye, were extended, and the operations required ever-more from her. Most critically, her primary motivation was clearly not an expectation of profit, but her warm feelings toward the man she believed to be her boyfriend. Had the circumstances been just different enough to indicate that she had a reasonable, primary motivation in the investment—with her romantic interest only being secondary—she could have been eligible to claim the deduction as an investment loss. Instead, ultimately, she was scammed out of about $1.8 million and remains financially devastated.

### V. How Often It Arises in Our Organization

Legal Action’s LITC began working on these cases in earnest in 2022. Since then, LITC has taken on 174 new cases. While only 7 of these cases have directly involved the theft loss issue, representing 4% of LITC’s work, the amount of time required for these cases is disproportional to their numbers. Total LITC time spent on just these seven cases alone is 456.8 hours and counting. In 2023, our ERP attorneys aided about 450 clients. Of those, 85 clients needed help directly with cases involving scams and financial exploitation. Those 85 clients do not include those who called Legal Action for a bankruptcy, general debt collection, or housing related issues as a result of the scams.

Unfortunately, Legal Action has limited resources—which are becoming even more limited with the loss of VOCA funds. We know that our numbers represent just a small fraction of the individuals facing financial, emotional, and mental devastation as a result of the theft loss deduction elimination in the 2017 Tax Act. Truthfully, the vast majority of folks facing these kinds of problems do not realize that there are attorneys available to help them, or that their problem is even a legal one for which they might be able to seek help. Too often, the shame, fear, and embarrassment that follow being scammed or financially exploited are themselves roadblocks to seeking help, and too many people spiral into a debt that is made

---

6 Section 165(h)(5) eliminates only “personal” casualty losses. Theft incurred as part of a transaction “entered into for profit,” which are separately described in Section 165(c)(2), were spared by the 2017 Tax Act. Victims of prize and investment scams may personal intend to profit, but these are generally not considered “transactions entered into for profit” under the large body of case law that distinguishes between “personal” theft losses and losses from transactions “entered into for profit.” Contrarily, losses from Ponzi schemes and sophisticated investment frauds, or committed by licensed investment managers, for example, were spared removal by the TCJA. The fundamental distinction between a “personal” theft loss and an “investment” theft loss (and thus, whether a deduction is available for years 2017-2025) is whether the taxpayer is or is not primarily motivated by a reasonable expectation of profit. In the example of Bob and Mary, Bob was seeking to win prize money, not invest. Moreover, the circumstances were not such that a reasonable person would have made the payments. To prove eligibility for the deduction, taxpayers must generally be able to provide documentation showing that a reasonable person might have made the investment.
even worse at tax time. They are left to grapple with the fall-out from victimization alone, while also navigating the financial dire straits of owing more taxes than they can pay, facing the remainder of their lives without their savings, and potentially being at risk for losing or facing gaps in critical public benefits at a time they may need them the most. This compounded devastation is one that too many well-intentioned, hard-working, responsible older folks are facing across Wisconsin and across the nation at large.

Thank you for your concern and attention to this issue. Please feel free to contact us with any questions you may have.

Sincerely,

Angel Kwaterski
Priority Coordinator, Consumer Law
Staff Attorney, Elder Rights Project
Legal Action of Wisconsin

Christopher Anderle
Director, Low Income Tax Clinic
Legal Action of Wisconsin

Abigail Bar-Lev Wiley
Legislative & Compliance Director
Legal Action of Wisconsin
The Honorable Senator Bob Casey  
as Chair of the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

The Low Income Tax Clinic (LITC) at Legal Services of Northern Virginia (LSNV) is grateful for the interest of the Special Committee on Aging on the increasing victimization of older adults through fraudulent financial schemes and on how the modification by the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act to 26 U.S. Code § 165(c)—on the deduction of casualty and theft losses—has affected them. We are also honored that your staff has requested our submission of statements on how, in our experiences, such modification has negatively impacted older adults and low income taxpayers.

As background, LSNV is a nonprofit law firm that offers a comprehensive array of services—free of charge—to low income and moderate income clients in Northern Virginia as well as a more limited array of services to some adjacent jurisdictions. While our organization provides services to individuals of all ages, we have identified specific needs among and solutions for those who are 60 years of age and older and have thus created the Elder Law Practice Group. Attorneys and staff in this practice often cooperate with others assigned to our other specialty areas, including with those who labor within our LITC. The LITC, in turn, focuses its work on federal tax controversies but also helps resolve its clients’ related issues with the Virginia Department of Taxation. While our experiences and analysis below stem solely from our LITC expertise, they have undeniably developed in the context of our organization’s holistic understanding of the social and economic needs of our clientele.

As the Special Committee on Aging and numerous federal agencies have amply documented, older adults in the United States are increasingly becoming victims of financial fraud and confidence schemes that collectively rob them of billions of dollars annually. It has been said that some of these criminals exploit our elders’ politeness, their trust, and, sadly, their isolation and loneliness. It must be said that they also exploit congressional inaction in the regulation of emerging markets and technologies like crypto-currencies.

In the last year, our LITC has represented a number of low-income, older individuals (at times, half of my caseload) in resolving the tax disputes arising from their perceived investments in what turned out to be complex, crypto-currency Ponzi schemes. Our clients stand among the many who have fallen prey to the promise of substantial, short term gains by sophisticated financial criminals with the ability to replicate legitimate sources thus securing the victim’s trust and absconding with their life savings.
Unfortunately, they also stood among the many confused by the implications of the temporary elimination of the casualty and theft losses deduction under 26 U.S. Code § 165(c). Even seasoned tax practitioners have so far counseled taxpayers that theft losses suffered as victims of cryptocurrency investment scams cannot be deducted from gross income despite their obvious nature as “transactions entered into for profit.”

In our clients’ cases, such counsel prevented them from recognizing significant losses that would allow them to offset gains recognized upon selling other assets to afford the purchase of (what they believed in good faith were) crypto-currency investments or to offset significant tax liabilities and penalties after withdrawing funds from their retirement accounts to seek higher yields of return in what we now know were fraudulent crypto-investments.

Our LITC was fortunately able to leverage our Qualified Tax Expert’s experience and our administrative law and policy expertise to develop an aggressive approach, preparing amended tax returns for the tax years when the investment-related frauds were perpetrated as well as creating administrative support memoranda to advocate for the application of Ponzi investment fraud treatment to our client’s experienced losses under existing Internal Revenue Code provisions.

Without our involvement, taxpayers who collectively endured more than $2.5 million dollars in fraudulent crypto-investment losses would have been forced to pay taxes upwards of $500,000. They would have been forced to sell or refinance their homes, dispose of their vehicles, or attempt a reentry into the employment market in the midst of their retirement to pay their tax liabilities and avoid destitution. It is a foregone conclusion that this has been the fate of the many taxpayers outside our range. This should be no one’s fate because all taxpayers are within yours.

Sincerely,

Walewska M. Watkins, Esq.

Pronouns: She / Her Pronombre: Ella

Low Income Tax Clinic Staff Attorney
March 7, 2024

Chairman Bob Casey
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
G-16 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Casey,

Thank you for your request for information about the impact of the modification to the casualty and theft losses deduction in the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act on older individuals. I am the Low Income Taxpayer Clinic Director at Legal Aid of Southeast and Central Ohio, previously known as the Legal Aid Society of Columbus and Southeastern Ohio Legal Services. I have been representing low to moderate income and senior taxpayers in Central Ohio since 2004. In my role we have seen increasing reports of seniors being victims of theft of their retirement accounts, representing three such taxpayers in the last 9 years with this issue. The first two cases we saw were easily resolved as the taxpayers were able to exclude most of the stolen funds from being taxed using the theft losses deduction. However, the theft against our most recent client occurred in 2019. Therefore, when the thieves stole over $180,000 out of her IRA and pension accounts, the IRS got over $20,000 in withheld taxes that she is, so far, unable to get refunded to her. She has nothing left.

This client is a US Citizen who immigrated to the United States from China when she was a young woman. She married and had children. When her youngest child was a teenager, she started working part time jobs. She scrimped and saved so that she could invest in her retirement accounts and purchase her family a home. After her husband died and she downsized because she was having a hard time getting around, she sold her home and deposited the proceeds of the sale into her investment accounts. In 2019, she was a 77 year old widow living alone. She was contacted by a team of individuals who said they were from China. They first befriended her and then threatened her with deportation and criminal charges for participating in a theft scam. They told her she could prove she wasn’t involved with this theft scam by transferring her money to them so they could check it. If she faced charges, they said, her name would go on an international list, as would the names of her children and grandchildren, bringing dishonor to them all and interfering with their job prospects. She was terrified that she would have to go back to China and that she would ruin the lives of her family if she did not distribute the funds to these people.

Once she learned that the whole thing was a scam, she, with the help of her son, reported the crimes to the local police, the FBI and the Chinese consulate. She was not able to get her money back. She does not owe the IRS or the State of Ohio any taxes on the money because she withheld taxes on her withdrawals per the terms of her accounts. Her federal return reported $21,458 in tax and $22,450 in withholding, $992 of which was refunded to her. If the theft loss deduction were applied, she would not have owed any tax and would have received a full refund of the entire $22,450 of federal income tax withholding.
My client is currently living on a little over $1,070 per month in social security income. After paying rent and utilities, she has very little money left over for food but she is helped by free lunch one day a week in her apartment complex. She saves leftovers from lunch to eat later in the week. When she can get free or reduced cost produce, she freezes some of it to enjoy over the winter when there is less produce available. She is very angry with herself about falling for the lies of the predators who stole her funds and feels deep shame about the thefts.

If the theft losses deduction had been available for her, she would have some of her hard earned money as an emergency fund in case she needs health care and cannot afford her co-pays for Medicare or to cover other necessities.

Thank you for your time and attention to this important issue.

Sincerely,

Megan L. Sullivan (she, her, hers)  
Legal Aid of Southeast and Central Ohio  
Managing Attorney/ LITC Director
March 8, 2024

Senator Robert Casey, Chairman
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
G-16 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for requesting information about our experience assisting seniors who have suffered scam losses that are limited by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (“TCJA”). As the director of the Low Income Taxpayer Clinic at Legal Aid of Arkansas since 2011, I have represented and advised thousands of low income taxpayers in their controversies with the IRS. In addition to my law degree, I have Masters of Taxation and Masters of Accountancy degrees. Prior to directing the LITC, I operated and supervised multiple VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance) sites in Arkansas, where we prepared thousands of tax returns for low income taxpayers. I have also held positions at CPA firms and law firms prior to my move to this rewarding work. I am essentially the only attorney at Legal Aid of Arkansas who represents taxpayers with the IRS, but we utilize several pro bono volunteers, as we did in these scam loss cases. Our volunteer, RG Earnest, and I developed a niche expertise in this area as a result of our representation in these cases.

LITCs do more than just represent taxpayers before the IRS. They also educate taxpayers about their rights and responsibilities. As you probably know, LITCs are also tasked with monitoring and reporting systemic issues at the IRS. Legal Aid of Arkansas is funded in part by the Legal Services Corporation. While LSC regulations limit our legislative activities, we are anxious and willing to assist you in every way permissible.

Prior to tax year 2018, a taxpayer was permitted by IRC section 165 to deduct a personal theft loss from their gross income as an itemized deduction. Although the deduction was limited to the loss in excess of $10 and 10% of their adjusted gross income, it was available to taxpayers who had suffered a theft loss during the tax year. Such theft losses include losses resulting from scams. The TCJA essentially eliminated a taxpayer’s ability to take this personal theft loss deduction for tax years 2018 to 2025. Consequently, taxpayers who suffer losses from scams in these tax years are not permitted to lower their federal income tax liabilities by deducting the scam loss from their adjusted gross income. So, in addition to having suffered the financial loss of the scam, the individual taxpayer suffers the additional cost of tax on an amount of income that does not represent how much money the taxpayer actually received that year.

For example, say a retiree had $70,000 in adjusted gross income in 2023, but was the victim a scam that year which caused her to lose $50,000. Economically speaking, she netted $20,000 of income in 2023, but under the TCJA, she owes tax on $70,000. Without the TCJA, the IRS would permit her to deduct a substantial portion of the scam loss from her adjusted gross income, allowing her to pay tax on an amount of income that is more in line...
with her actual income for 2023. The result of the TCJA is that victims of scams wind up owing tax on an amount of income that does not reflect their economic reality for that tax year. And, they oftentimes do not even have the money to pay this inflated tax because all their money is in the hands of their scammer. Obviously, this issue has a particularly damaging impact on seniors who are on fixed incomes, are no longer able to work, and are easier to scam. They struggle to recover emotionally and economically from their scam losses, and they are pursued by an IRS that is dutybound to collect legitimately assessed taxes. Additionally, scam victims are often older, less Internet-savvy, and especially embarrassed about their victimhood. Although we come into contact with thousands of Arkansas taxpayers annually, we cannot even imagine how many low- and moderate-income taxpayers this new, restrictive provision has affected. Most taxpayers are self-represented and not familiar with the tax law or the IRS procedure for contesting their potential or assessed income tax liabilities.

The Low Income Taxpayer Clinic at Legal Aid of Arkansas has represented three taxpayers with a scam loss issue in a tax year beginning after December 31, 2017. In two of these cases, we were able to get our taxpayers a good result by highlighting their unique situation and utilizing other provisions in IRC section 165 that permitted them the deduction. We lost the controversy for the third taxpayer because his situation prohibited us from utilizing any other provision of section 165 to deduct his scam loss.

In all of these cases, we have considered the applicability of the principle announced in the 2013 US Tax Court case, Roberts v. Commissioner, 147 T.C. 19. In that case, the Court held that the taxpayer was not liable for the income tax on distributions from his retirement account because “the IRA distribution requests were unauthorized, the endorsements . . . were forged, he did not receive the economic benefit of the IRA distributions, and the IRA distributions were not made to discharge any legal obligation of his.” Under the Roberts principle, the taxpayer can simply exclude, not deduct, the distributions from his taxable income. Unfortunately for our taxpayer victims, they themselves, even admittedly at gunpoint, are the ones making the withdrawals.

We took on our very first case of this kind early in 2019. A retired widow was tricked into turning over her entire retirement funds and all her remaining assets to a scammer online. The VITA preparers included this senior citizen’s Forms 1099-R income on her return and e-filed the return. The retirement account withdrawals resulted in substantial income tax liabilities that our client was unable to pay; she had given all of her money to her scammer. VITA promptly sent her to us for help. When she came to Legal Aid, she owed almost $150,000 to the IRS and over $35,000 to the State of Arkansas. At the same time, she was penniless, broken, and terrified due to the scam. She reported the crime to local and federal authorities, and we went to work. Her scammer had convinced her that he had a highly profitable overseas business, was temporarily and unjustly incarcerated, and needed to pay a large trove of employees to keep his successful venture afloat. We amended the return to deduct her enormous theft loss, based on some evidence that she had a profit motive in investing her funds into this venture. The IRS accepted this position and processed the amended return. It then issued a refund of her federal income tax withholding, which of course was minor compared to the enormity of her theft loss. The IRS has the discretion to process an amended return or not. If an original return shows a significant amount of tax due, the IRS may balk at accepting an amended return which decreases the tax. We were excited in this case that the IRS processed our client’s amended return to give her some relief.

Our second victim also came to us during 2019 regarding his 2018 income tax assessment for retirement withdrawals. This 53-year-old pastor and his wife were extorted out of his life savings of $283,000 and now had a federal tax balance of over $60,000. Because Arkansas follows federal law, the couple also owed the State approximately $10,000. In this case, the extorter threatened to destroy the pastor’s reputation and to publicly accuse the the pastor’s son of rape (which the son denied). Rather than allowing the story to go public, the pastor transferred everything he owned, including his retirement account, to the criminal. Because there was no profit motive, we knew we couldn’t take the theft loss deduction. Instead, we focused on the Roberts factors: we believed that the pastor never had control of the funds and certainly did not receive any economic benefit. Unfortunately, in this case, we could not convince the IRS to even process the amended return, which they considered within their discretion. During this very stressful time for our clients, the pastor’s wife died. The
pastor was forced to declare bankruptcy after a long, fruitful career, solely due to this scam. The experience has ruined him. If this couple had been able to take the theft loss deduction, at least they wouldn’t have had tax bills totaling over $70,000.

In 2022, our third victim, a widowed, disabled veteran, was extremely proactive and working with the FBI when she contacted us. She had nursed her husband and mother through COVID-19 and lost them both. At the age of 50, she turned to the Internet for comfort and support. Her scammer used similar techniques to our first case, including amazingly similar fact patterns, to extract all of her retirement funds and other assets in 2022, leaving her destitute. Based on our one success using the theft loss deduction, Legal Aid and our volunteer attorney prepared her original return. We deducted her loss as an itemized deduction on Form 4684 in the amount of almost $1,700,000. As a precaution, we included a Form 8275 disclosure statement regarding the taxpayer’s position on the 2022 return. As you know, the IRS has 3 years to open an audit.

Each of the cases described above involved situations for taxpayers that were, by themselves, traumatic and heartbreaking. The resulting tax consequences only made things harder for them. While two of our clients were not quite seniors, they nonetheless underwent an experience that unfortunately often happens to seniors. If fact, part of what made our clients targets was no doubt the fact that, like good hardworking Americans, they had built “nest eggs” for their retirement years. What they never expected was to lose it all to fraudsters and to thereafter be pursued by the IRS for taxes that they could no longer pay.

As I am sure you know, for most American taxpayers, and especially low-income taxpayers, their retirement fund constitutes their only liquid asset. Once they lose this asset, they have nothing. At Legal Aid, our clients normally don’t have much to be stolen. So, we would not normally have any appropriate examples. But, these clients became eligible for our services because of the losses. Prior to the scams, these taxpayers were doing just fine financially.

Of course, as described above, part of the income tax issue arises because these retirement funds originally were pre-tax withholdings from the taxpayers’ paychecks. The US Treasury is entitled to the tax on these wages, but the IRC permits deferral of this tax until a taxpayer enters their retirement years. However, when the taxpayer has been scammed out of their hard-earned retirement money, the withdrawals have not resulted in an accretion to wealth that should be subject to tax. As explained above, because the TJCA denies a deduction for scam losses, the taxpayer is required to pay tax an amount of “income” that does not actually reflect that taxpayer’s economic reality for that year, which as shown may have been a devastating year for that taxpayer both emotionally and financially. Additionally, if the scam victim is under 59 ½, they are subject to an additional “insult” to their injury: the additional 10% penalty for early withdrawal. To us, the deduction, or netting, of the theft loss makes sense in these situations because the taxpayer could show that they withdrew amounts from their retirement accounts—by including the withdrawals in their adjusted gross income—but never actually benefited from those withdrawals because of the theft loss.

Congress no doubt had its reasons for prohibiting the deduction of personal theft losses, but we wonder whether it fully considered its impact on Americans who have suffered scam losses: seniors, who constitute a vulnerable class of taxpayers, are the ones with hard-earned retirement accounts. In the process of repealing the deduction for personal casualty and theft losses in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, the House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee Report of November 13, 2017, indicates summarily:

The Committee believes that the repeal of many existing tax incentives, including the deduction for personal and casualty and theft losses, makes the system simpler and fairer for all families and individuals, and allows for lower tax rates. [and] is consistent with streamlining the tax code, broadening the tax base, lowering rates, and growing the economy. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE REPORT ON H.R. 1 [H.R. Rep. No. 115-409, 115th Cong., 1st Sess. (Nov. 13, 2017).
It would be interesting to learn, during your investigation, if there is another underlying reason for the elimination of the personal theft loss. The TCJA did not eliminate several other itemized deductions. For example, the gambling losses deduction remains in the Code unchanged. To us, the gambling loss offset to gambling winnings is of the same nature as the theft loss offset.

As you can understand from the cases we describe above, these cases are distressing for us at Legal Aid of Arkansas and other LITCs throughout the United States. We look forward to working with you on this project so that we can help protect more taxpayers in the future.

Sincerely,

Jennifer W. Gardner, Attorney at law
Director and Qualified Tax Expert
Legal Aid of Arkansas
Low Income Taxpayer Clinic
March 13, 2024

Senator Bob Casey
Chair, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

Re: Effect of the restriction on theft losses on elderly taxpayers

Dear Chairman Casey,

My name is Christina Wease, and I am the Director of the Alvin L. Storrs Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic at Michigan State University College of Law. I am a licensed attorney and specialize in tax controversy issues as they relate to low-income and English-as-a-Second language taxpayers. I have worked in the Clinic since 2012. During the last eleven years at the Clinic, I have helped over 1600 Michigan taxpayers resolve their income tax issues with the IRS and Michigan Department of Treasury. Through my work in the Clinic I have seen the devastating impact the restriction on theft loss deduction has on taxpayers, including the elderly.

We have seen this issue in our clinic at least twice in recent years. Most commonly, elderly taxpayers withdraw large sums of money from their retirement accounts to pay a scammer. They are pressured to not set aside a portion for the tax burden and send the entire amount to the scammer. This results in a large tax debt to the IRS and Michigan Department of Treasury.

The elimination of the theft loss deduction has been catastrophic for many taxpayers. One client owes over $60,000 to the IRS and several more thousand to Michigan Treasury. Not only is the taxpayer without the retirement money she has saved for decades, but she now also owes taxing agencies.

Our client paid over $200,000 to someone in a romance-based scam. She met this person online and was quickly pulled into an intricate scam that has been perfected by criminal organizations. These types of scams have become so popular they are their own career path. “Yahoo Boys” are a popular choice of employment in Nigeria and additional African countries, where men scam men and women in other countries by making them fall in love with fictitious people. They use “catfishing” to make the person believe they are talking to a real individual, and they message them consistently to maintain contact. Once they have them emotionally invested, they are able to make a living off continued requests for money. Lonely, elderly taxpayers are particularly susceptible to these crimes. Please see the attached article about the “Yahoo Boys.”

These scammers typically make contact through internet apps, including social media and gaming apps. One common ploy is referred to as “oil rig scam.” The scammers talk every day until they feel that there is a weak spot they can expose. They will pretend to be on an oil rig when an emergency like an explosion suddenly occurs. After the shocking explosion occurs, they will not contact their victim for several days. The victim, understandably distraught and worried for their safety, continues to reach out. The scammer will then reestablish contact and...
ask for money. This is what occurred in our taxpayer’s case – our taxpayer believed she watched her beloved friend blow up on an oil rig. She had such an emotional shock that she readily sent financial assistance to help cover medical expenses and other costs.

Our taxpayer who fell victim to this scam now owes the IRS over $60,000. Prior to 2017, she may have been able mitigate the loss through the theft loss deduction. Without access to that deduction, her withdrawal resulted in the large tax debt.

There are repercussions outside the tax field as well. Our client has been too ashamed to tell her family about the retirement withdrawal and resulting tax liability. She is alone in dealing with the stress of losing her retirement savings, as well as dealing with the resulting tax debt. As a lonely older adult, she was more susceptible to this type of scam, and she remains alone in dealing with the fallout.

This is just one example of how elderly taxpayers, and taxpayers in general, are not only victimized by scams, but must deal with the resulting tax consequences. In my decade plus at the Clinic, our clients have also been scammed out of money by people promising ownership in businesses that do not exist and other non-romanced based scams. Had the theft loss deduction been available, it could have alleviated some, if not all, of the tax consequence of these life alternating events. With the internet and new apps, including new payment apps, this is not a problem that will go away. These type of internet and app based scams are only increasing in frequency and the tax consequences can be as devastating as the initial loss of money.

Sincerely,

Christina Wease
Interim Director, Alvin L. Storrs Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic
Michigan State University College of law